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In Memoriant
COMMONWEALTH regrets to note the untimely death on April

27, 2002 of one of our associate editors, Professor Martin J. "Marty"
Collo of Widener University. Marty's colleague, Prof. Gordon
Henderson. graciously provided the following reflections.
Marty jOined the Widener faculty in 1986 after completing his Ph.D.
in International Relations at the University of Pennsylvania. In 1978 he
graduated Summa Cum Laude in Politic.::11 SC'ipn('p with a (,prtifi('Mp in
Education from Widener University. He had served as Associate Editor of the Journal of Third World Studies and as Associate Editor of Commonwealth since 1989. He was fluent in Spanish and characterized himself as "proficient" in French, German, and Italian. During his brief
career, he received a number of awards for his teaching and scholar:ship. He was promo led Lo Lhe rank of Professor in 1997, his first year of

eligibility.
Marty was widely published in the area of Latin American politics
and the political economy of the Third World. He took his scholarship very seriously, often traveling throughout Latin America during
the summer. He was often consulted for his knowledge of Puprto

Rico's history, politics and quest for statehood.
Marty taught the introductory course on foreign governments as
well as area courses such as Europe, Latin America, and the Third
World. He also developed and taught courses on political economy
and single-handedly created a Political Economy major. As a teacher,
Marty was known for his demanding approach to education. He expected students to take responsibility for learning and never hesitated
to give them the grades he thought their efforts deserved. This was
especially evident in his supervision of our Senior Research course.
To successfully complete senior research with "Dr. Collo" was regarded
as no mere achievement.
Marty's colleagues throughout the University knew him to be a
demanding participant in faculty governance as well. He served in
capacities at all levels of the University and had a reputation for ask. ing tough, articulate questions and for being eminently well prepared.
Marty's leadership skills and thoroughness made lasting contributions to the quality of education and faculty governance at Widener.
While those of us in the Widener community knew this demanding side of Marty's faculty persona, we also knew his biting sense of

humor, his accessibility, and his willingness to offer friendly counsel
when asked. During one particularly bad stretch of my service as
Associate Dean, Marty listened patiently as I tried to arrive at solutions to several sticky disputes. And it was not unusual on sunny
days to see the otherwise no-nonsense Dr. Collo conducting class outdoors.
I think there is no better testament to the success Marty had in
making his alma mater a better place than the parade of students who
voluntarily spoke at the service held in his memory at the University.
So many of them spoke, often tearfully, of how important it had been
to them to know that Dr. Collo held them to the highest of standards.
"When he told me I had not done my best/' one of them recalled, "I
knew not only that he cared enough about my education to say so but

that I would do my best in the future."

In the COMIVIOI\!VtlEALTH
Gerard

J. Fitzpatrick, Editor

My predecessor as editor of COMMONVvEALTH/ Dr. Thomas ].
Baldino, introduced volume 10 with the aphorism "all good things come
to those who wait," for it had been 14 months since the journal's last
publication. Alas, volume 11 has taken even longer to appear. Three
rt'asons explain the delay. First, we received an unusually small number
()f submissions. Second, those submissions were slow in corning. Third,
we had a demanding group of anonymous referees, many with national
reputations in their fields, who rejected most of the submissions. Thus,
the cloud has a silver lining. Getting published in COMMONWEALTH
is not easy and the quality of those pieces that do appear is high, as can
be seen in the five articles comprising this issue.
In the lead article, Dr. William F. Byrne explores the political and aesthetic significance of some of the less known writings of the German
political philosopher Friederich Nietzsche concerning the composer Ri-

chard \Vagner. Dr. Byrne believes Nietzsche rejected Wagnerian operas
as "romantic" diversions from the pursuit of a more genuine human exi~lence,

a failing Nielzsche regalded as sylnplomalic of Ulollt:~rHily. Al-

though he focuses on nineteenth century political thought, Dr. Byrne
makes us think about the interplay among art, morality, and politics in
nur time as well.
Dr. Donald W. Beachler examines the difficulties labor unions faced
in lrying Lo make Al Gore presidenlin 2000.

WeakelLed loyally all the

part of blue-collar voters to the Democratic Party explains much of the
erosion of the New Deal realignment during the past several decades.
Ur. Beachler shows how insufficient turnout by this once stalwart component of Franklin Roosevelt's famous Democratic coalition, along with
the idiosyncrasies of the Electoral College system, conspired to bar the
door of the White House to Vice President Gore.
While politicians' speeches are often dismissed as calculated opportunism at best and mere bombast at worst, Dr. Daniel DiLeo shows that
there can be more to political rhetoric than meets the eye. By applying a
sophisticated form of content analysis to gubernatorial state-of-the-state
speeches, Dr. DiLeo reveals the degree of "realism" with which governors speak. He also considers how these speeches are affected by governors' party affiliation and political experience, state economic develop-

ment, public opinion, and divided government.

Our two articles on Pennsylvania politics concern the role of race in
the electoral process. Both find that race matters but in ways more complex than expected. Dr. April Gresham and Dr. Robert Maranto analyze
the degree to which white voters in Permsylvania's conservative Lehigh
Vrll1("y woulci support an African-American presidential candidate, spe-

cifically retired Army general Colin Powell. They find such support to
be contingent upon the voters' attitudes toward issues like affirmative
action, immigration, and NAFTA, as well as concepts like
authoritarianism and populism.
Dr. Jeffrey Kraus portrays Philadelphia as having been really two cities with regard to the mayoral election of 1999. The Democratic nominee, an African-American with twenty years of governmental experience,
could only narrowly defeat his untested white Republican rival in Llti:::.
overwhelmingly Democratic city. Dr. Kraus finds that while the candidates themselves concentrated on issues rather than race, voters sharply
divided along racial lines, thereby rendering hollow Fhiladelphia's soubriquet as the "City of Brotherly Love."
Let me close with three matters. First, I urge our readers to submit
manuscripts to COMMONWEALTH for review and to persuade their
colleagues to do so as well. With a larger number of manuscripts in the
pipeline, we will be able to publish the journal more regularly and with
more articles per issue. As I have noted, getting published in COMMONWEALTH is a challenge and success ought to be deemed an acknowledgment of the strength of one's scholarship.
Second, I believe COMMONWEALTH is a quality journal in part because we use first-rate referees. WiLhoul lheir ~ervice, not unly wuuld
our articles not be as strong as they are, but production of an issue would
not even be possible. I therefore take this opportunity to express my
appreciation to the ten referees whose skill and selflessness helped to
produce this volume. Working with these talented people truly has been
ajoy for me.
Finally, I wish to thank Tom Baldino for his support and guidance. By
the time he stepped down as editor of COMMONWEALTH in 2000, Tom
had devuted more than a decade of his life to our journal, including five
years as its editor-in-chief. When he asked me to take the editorial reins,
I was flattered - and terrified. My limited knowledge of the editorial
process came from my experience as an author; I knew nothing about
being an editor. All that I have learned lowe to Tom. He patiently tolerated and expertly answered a never-ending flow of questions from me.
In short, credit Torn for the strengths of this issue and blame me for any
blemishes.

Nietzsche's Rejection of Wagner:
Aesthetics, Ethics, and Politics
William F. Byrne
The Catholic University of America

Nietzsche's late anti-Vvagner tracts receive little attention from political sciCilfists, yet they offer important insights into Nietzsche's philosophical thought
ami into the relationship of art to political behavior. For Nietzsche, both the
lilli/antic and the 'Christian' elements vf Wuxner'tj vpnutj embudy 1lie 'slave
morality' that is characteristic of modernity. 'Decadent' art like Wagner's tends
10 deaden the listener to the moral demands of real life, and instead promotes a
longing for a transfigured exterior world. This can be manifested politically in
the form of ideological movements that aim to destroy the old order and erect a
11t'W utopian order in its place. In these writings Nietzsche positions himself
auainst expansive romanticism and nihilism, and emerges as a surprisingly strong
dassieist, albeit an unconventional one.
Relationships between great minds are always of interest to scholars,
and that between Friedrich Nietzsche and Richard Wagner is of more
interest than most because it wat; t;O intent;e, 1:iU well documenLed, and
marked by such a dramatic reversal. While as a young man Nietzsche
practically worshipped Wagner, he later came to despise the man and
his romantic operas. Nietzsche not only included derogatory remarks
about Wagner in several of his later works, but also took the extraordinary step of writing two polemical pieces directed specifically against
Wagner, his operas, and his influence: The Case of Wagner and Nietzsche
(ontra Wagner. While a considerable body of literature exists on the
Nietzsche-Wagner relationship, relatively little serious philosophical at-

tention has been devoted to these two late works. However, an analysis
of them reveals that despite their polemical style, their lack of structure,
,md their narrow fUl:u1:i OIl Wagller, lhese shorl books are rich in philo-

sophical content. Indeed, because they are directed at the specific concrete" problem of Wagner in considerable detail, they provide a unique
window into Nietzsche's thought that complements his broader philOsophical writings.
-Political theorists in particular (and, in fact, political scientists generally) can benefit from the study of these two neglected works because in
them Ni~tzsche offers important insights into the relationship of aesthet1/

ics to ethics and politics. Nietzsche believed that Wagner's work pm-

bodied a particular form of morality characteristic of modernity, and that
the. moral framework fostered in part by his influence tended to shape
society and politics in particular wayt;. Specifically, Nielzsche seems to
1

have seen in Wagner's work, and in modern romantic and sentimental
art generally, the seeds of the kinds of ideological mass movements that
would arise in the early twentieth century. This is not because he be-

lieved that these works expressed specific political or ideological views,
but because they somehow embodied a "decadent" morality that would
en,courage individuals to embrace particular types of politics. Nietzsche's
umlen;ldlLuillg uf how ad can serve as a kind of driver for morality and,

consequently, for political behavior, has enduring value and demands
the attention of political theorists today.
To develop a better understanding of Nietzsche's views on art, morality, and politics, this article will explore some of the philosophical content of The Case of Wagner and Nietzsche contra Wagner. (Although the
latter was billed as a compilation of remarks from various earlier works,
it actually incorporates a considerable amount of new or modified material.) Preceding this examination will be a brief treatment of Nietzsche's

early pro-Wagner views as expressed in The Birth of Tragedy and Richard
Wagner in Bayreuth. The purpose of reviewing these works is not to offer
anything like a full treatment uf Nidz,::H..:he'b early aesthetic views bullo .

provide a context for the rejection of Wagner that was to follow.
Nietzsche's treatments of Wagner are as unsystematic as his more expressly philosophical works, but it will become evident that despite some
noteworthy tensions Nietzsche remains reasonably consistent philosophically throughout his praise and condemnation of Wagner, although some
maturation, refinement, and clarification of his thought are apparent.
The bulk of Nietzsche's anti-Wagner remarks may be grouped into two
broad areas: a narrower group of criticisms that directly reflect Nietzsche's

rejection of Christianity and that focus on Christian' elements in Wagner's
operas, and a broader grouping of criticisms that focus on the romantic
I

uimen:;iurlli uf Wagner's work Il will be demonstrated that Nietzsdle

not only saw a very close relationship between romantic art and the llslave
morality" he associated with Christianity, but that he was keenly aware
of the political dangers which could arise trom this type of romantic'
morality. The Nietzsche that emerges here is a classicist' of a sortl' and
the peculiar brand of classicism that is so strongly evident in these antiWagner works can be seen to permeate Nietzsche's philosophical thought .
I

I

.Nietzsche's Embrace and Rejection of Wagner

Most good biographical and general historical/ philosophical works
on Nietzsche provide some treatment of his relationship with Richard

Wagner. As a young man Nietzsche became captivated with Wagner's
music, and upon meeting Wagner he became captivated with the man as
well and grew very close to him. While the literature suggests that per2

~;onalities were probably the most important factor in the intensity of their

n:'lationship, it is also clear that a philosophical dimension was present
from the beginning. For one thing, when they met both men were very
interested in Schopenhauer, although Nietzsche would soon begin to
move away from him More importantly, Wagner's music and Hbrettos
~parked Nietzsche's interest in the morat philosophical, and psychological dimensions of art, and Nietzsche found Wagner's writings on aesthetics useful (Hollingdale 1965, 60). As for Nietzsche's later rejection of
Wagner, much of the scholarly speculation has focused on Nietzsche's
later psychological state and on various aspects of his personal relation!,hips with Wagner and his wife. In addition, some scholars such as Walter
Kaufmann point to alarm on Nietzsche's part at Wagner's increasingly
public role in promoting anti-Semitism and German imperialism, although Nietzsche mentions these concerns only in passing (Kaufmann
]974,38). In Nietzsche's own view, however, the basis for his rejection of
Wagner was largely philosophical. The biographer RJ. Hollinen81f' ;:)r-

gues that Wagner's influence had essentially led Nietzsche astray and
contributed to some confusion in his early philosophy, and that in rejecting Wagner Nietzsche was coming into his own (Hollingdale 1965, 78).
Thus, an exploration of some of the philosophical bases for Nietzsche's
reversal highlights important aspects of his mature thought.
In Richard Wagner in Bayreuth Nietzsche heaps praise upon Wagner
and closely associates his operas with the best of classical Greek tragedy.
Nietzsche had already dedicated to Wagner his early work The Birth of
Tragedy, in which he attempts to explain the nature and value of Greek
tragedy. In that book Nietzsche identifies and describes the two elements
that he believes characterize great tragic works, thf' "Apol1onian" and

"Dionysian," and he associates these elements with dream and intoxication" respectively (Nietzsche 1872, 19). The Apollonian is associated
with visual imagery, symbols, an elevating sense of order: " ... Apollo
himself may be regarded as the marvelous divine image of the principium
individuationis, whose looks and gestures radiate the full delight, wisdom, and beauty of 'illusion'" (Nietzsche 1872, 22). In contrast, the
Dionysian element shatters the principium individuationis in an ecstatic
awareness of life: "50 'stirred, the individual forgets himself completely"
(Nietzsche 1872, 22). The Dionysian dimension reflects the fact that one
has st:;en, and in a sense one has embraced and been swept up in, all of
life, including violence and the inevitability of one's own death. According to Tracy Strong, '''Dionysian' appears to be identified not with the
chaos, but rather with knowledge ... of the chaos and of the artifice of
human life and importance," and it "sees through the illusion that provides form and definition of the culture" (Strong 1975, 140-141). The
Dionysian offers vitality to the Apollonian element; it represents reality
1/

3

in rl way that the concepts evoked by Apollonian dream" and "illusion"
cannot. The Apollonian makes possible individuation, order, and the
creation of beauty, and provides a kind of counter-balance to the
Dionysian. For Nictzschc, all art, to be great, must possess properly developed Apollonian and Dionysian elements, in proper balance. Although
the two elements are equally important, what is most often missing in
what passes for art' today is the Dionysian element. While Nietzsche
does not quite explicitly use the Apollonian-Dionysian formula in his
pro-Wagner Bayreuth essay, it is plainly evident that he finds both elements to be properly present in Wagnerian opera. The libretto and staging are primarily associated with the ApollOnian dimension, while the
most crucial elempnt, Wrlgnpr's music, represents the Dionysian.
Nietzsche recognizes man's existence as inevitably tragic. One commentator explains that
the know-ledge that W"e need to knoW" the essence the permanent thing-m-itself "behind" the appearances-to make life intelligible and meaningful to us and the concomitant knowledge that we cannot possibly know such an essence make our
existence contradictory and therefore tragic. Resignation and
Dionysian pessimism are the only two possible responses to
this existential tension of the human condition, once it is recognized. The latter is an artistic affirmation in tragic music and
nrama of the transient and ultimately unknowable character
of life, but also of its beauty and power. (Heilke 1998,56)
The young Nietzsche finds that, like Greek tragedy, Wagner's operas
feature great heroes involved in deeds ilnd events that strike at the core
of one's life, and that in Wagnerian opera one is able to recognize oneself
as a tragic character and thereby become ennobled. In the Bayreuth essay
Nietzsche describes the effect of the "tragic" element that makes Wagner's
work so valuable:
With him we ascend to the topmost rung of sensibility and
only there do we fancy we have returned to free nature and
the realm of freedom; from this height we behold, as though
in immense air-drawn reflections, our struggles, victories and
defeats as something 'sublime and significant; we have delight
in the rhythm of passion and in its victim, with every mighty
step the hero takes we hear the dull echo of death and in its
proximity we sense the supreme stimulus to life:-thus transformed into tragic men we return to life in a strangely consoled mood, with a new feeling of security ... and in any event
even nobler than we were before .... (Nietzsche 1876, 225)
Tragedy elevates humanity by sharpening the struggles of life, giving
them new meaning and allowing them to be seen from a fresh perspecII

I

4

tiv!.'. The manner in that tragedy helps one to move through and beyond
tllP struggles of existence, without rejecting them, suggests something of
Nietzsche's later" overman" who continually overcomes himself" and
"cr~ates beyond himself." By transforming us into "tragic men" vVagneI idn opera and classica1 Greek tragedy provide a kind of energizing ef!\'Cl, since through our experience of the Dionysian and our vicarious
t'ncounter with death we "sense the supreme stimulus to life." The stimuitl<'; WP rpC'Pivp, moreover, is of the sort that connects us to life and helps
llS to act in the world. As Nietzsche explains it, "the soul of music ...
,;(·eks its path through all of you to visibility in movement, deed, struc/I

ture and morality" (Nietzsche 1876, 217)!

For Nietzsche, different kinds of art promote different types of charThe right kind of art encourages us and enables us to take on the
world. Nietzsche sharply contrasts this effect with that of typical J/mod\'rn art," that aims at "stupefaction or delirium! To put to sleep or to
IIltoxicatel To silence the conscience, by one means or the other"
(Nietzsche 1876, 220)! Instead of helping us become morally acute and
ready for action, most nineteenth century art ,leads us away from aut'hpnhcity imd r:lway from action. It helps us to shut out the hard realities
(){ life and to hide from ourselves and from any serious sense of responJ,jbilily; it represents an escape. This contrast between two kinds of aes.ider.

thetics is an important part of Nietzsche's thought and it dominates all

three of his essays on Wagner. Indeed, it becomes the pivot point for his
ft'VersaJ on the question of the merit of Wagner's operas. Over time
Nietzsche's conception of these two types of art changes only subtly in
the abstract, but what happens in the process is that he reclassifies Wagner
fnH11 the 'good art' to the 'bad art' category.
In Nietzsche contra Wagner Nietzsche explains that he had previously
mistaken Wagner's music" as the expression of a Dionysian powerfulness
of soul1/ when in fact it was something very different. Using language
sirnilar to that that he had used in Richard Wagner in Bayreuth, he de~ilTibes once again the two kinds of aesthetics, this time grouping Wagner
with the 'wrong' kind of art:

Every art, every philosophy may be regarded as a medicine and a helping expedient of advancing or decaying life:
they always presuppose suffering and sufferers. But there are
two kinds of sufferers: on the one hand those suffering from
the superabundance of life, who want a Dionysian art and simi. lady a tragic insight and prospect with regard to life,-and on
the other hand those suffering from the impoverishment of life,
who desire repose, stillness, smooth sea, or else ecstasy. convulsion, intoxication furnished by art and philosophy.
(Nietzsche 1895, 72)
5
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Nietzsche has decided that Wagner s art is "intoxicating," not
lionysian. But on what basis has Nietzsche made this decision? And
,hat, in fact, is the difference between the two concepts? We have seen
1at in The Birth of Tragedy Nietzsche explicitly associated the Dionysian
lement with "intoxication." Now intoxication appears to be exactly what
.e is arguing against; is he reversing himself? Nietzsche is perhaps not
ctually reversing himself, but a subtle shift has indeed occurred. He is
mploying greater caution; he has become more keenly aware that all
h.at is "intoxicating" is not Dionysian. In fact, Nietzsche has discovered
h.at more often than not, that which is "intoxicating" produces an effect
'ery different from the kind that he desires. One can, and indeed one
oust, become intoxicated with life, but in most cases intoxication actuLIly represents a flight from life. Nietzsche therefore no longer under-

tands Wagner as an example of the best that art can offer, energizing
md equipping us for life. Instead, Wagner's opera becomes the supreme
~xample of "decadent" art, ~educing u~ in the manner of an "opiate,"
ieadening us to life. The remainder of this article will be devoted to
~xploring philosophical dimensions of the distinctions Nietzsche makes
Jetween these two kinds of art, as well as their moral and political impli:ations, while addressing the question of precisely why Nietzsche feels
:ompelled to reject Wagner so vehemently.
Rejecting Wagnerian Christianity

For Nietzsche, the flight from life that is characteristic of modern culture manifests itself in Wagner's operas in various ways. One of the
more obvious ways is in a fascination with the supernatural, and, more
generally, in Wagner's expression of "Christianity." The extent to which
Wagner's work is actually "Christian," as opposed to representing a misuse or perversion of Christianity, is open to question but is not a matter
for discussion here; neither is the accuracy of Nietzsche's understanding
of Christianity itself, as opposed to his treatment of what is offered by
Wagner. What is important here is that the "Christian" dimension of
Wagner's work is something that Nietzsche seizes upon repeatedly, and
it is Wagner's last and most blatantly Christian work ParsifaL that pro··
vokes the strongest reaction from him: "I despise everyone who does
not regard Parsifal as an outrage on morals" (Nietzsche 1895, 80). Indeed, Nietzsche's final philosophical break with Wagner may have been

precipitated by the appearance of this last opera. Pars~fal stands out since,
while almost all of Wagner's operas incorporate some sort of a supernatural element, it is focused on in Parsifal in a new way! as a conscious
external force directing and controlling the action.
The legendary title character may seem like an admirable hero; he
6

i\'lt3inly performs worthy deeds. His name, however, means "pure fooL"
I hj~; fool performs feats that other men have been unable to accomplish,
bringing salvation and relief to others. It had been foretold that only one
\'vith exceptional innocence would be able to accomplish the task, and
I '.Ilsifal fits the bill. When Parsifal first appears he actually comes across
,I' .•.limost an idiot, displaying little comprehension of what is going on
d rOlmd him. Over the course of the opera, however, he becomes "wise
through compassion" as foretold, resists temptation, and, with some supernatural assistance, performs noble deeds (Wagner 1938,429-430). Al-

though Parsifal demonstrates a certain amount of bravery and steadfastm'"s, one can see why he would be a particularly dIstasteful hero from
Nietzsche's standpoint. For Parsifal begins his adventure as a foot and
,1lhieves what he does in large part because he is a pawn of supernatural
fllrces. A voice from the Holy Grail foretelling the arrival of Parsifal reh'rs to him as "my chosen tool" (Wagner 1938, 441). Instead of ennohling man, the story of Parsifa1 degr;:\c1es m;:\n hy highlighting his smalllit"':;:' and impotence in the face of the supernatural and by belittling his
,I( hit'vements. The greatest man cannot do deeds as great as those of a
ttt\J\ chosen by God. Dy thus erasing the differences between men, Parsifal
drags man down and appeals to the ressentiment that is characteristic of
niOdem inverted morality. Indeed, it is the supernatural, and not Parsifal
himseit, that dominates the opera. The Holy Grail IS featured promitwntly, blinding1y illuminated; a "halo of glory pours down over all"
(Wagner 1938, 470); the Sacred Spear hovers magically; a castle collapses;
,j white dove descends. At times the performers seem almost insignifi\ ,mt in comparison with the supernatural imagery.
A flight to the supernahtral1~ .;:\!;~odMpd hy N1Ptzsche with an abdicalion of one's responsibility to live one's own life heroically in a world
in which God is dead, and one can see in the elevation of the idiot Parsifal
~

Jcmonstration of the inverted "Christian morality" or "slave moral

ity" that Nietzsche opposes. Parsifal gains wisdom only through compa~sion, and an emphasis on compassion in place of other virtues is of
course associated by Nietzsche with slave morality. It is particularly signjficant that Parsifal's primary assets are his natural innocence, chastity,
~md purity; this amounts for Nietzsche to a rejection of life. He mainti1ins that "Parsifal is a work of cunning, of revengefulness, of secret poison-brewing, hostile to the pre-requisites of life; a bad work. -The preaching of chastity is ;m incitement to anti-naturalness./t (Nietzsche 1895, 80).
If Parsifal's good qualities are supposed to be natural, why does the opt'ra represent an "incitement to anti-naturalness"? Because in Nietzsche's
view such "Christian" virtues are not "natural." As will be discussed
later, despite his own occasional praise of the "natural" Nietzsche was
opposed to the romantic idealization of nature and to what it implies.
7

The language Nietzsche uses to denounce Pa"s~fal sets up obvious tensions with elements of Nietzsche's earlier praise of Wagner. For exampie,
the young Nietzsche had remarked:
In the Ring des Nibelungen I discover the most moral music
I know, for example when Brunnhilde is awoken by Siegfried;
here he attains to an elevation and sanctity of mood that makes
us think of the glowing ice-and snow-covered peaks of the Alps,
so pure, solitary, inaccessible, chaste and bathed in the light of
love does nature appear here; clouds and storms, even the sublime itself, are beneath it. (Nietzsche 1876, 202)
Here Nietzsche embraced the Ilpure" and" chaste"; why does he now
deride it? He has become more sensitive to the fact that purity and chastity come in different forms. A kind of 'purity' and chastity' can exist in
the overman who has embraced life to the fullest,; they become a part of
his nature. More often, however, purity and chastity represent a kind of
denial of life, and are something externally imposed against one's naI

ture. II is significant that it is Wagner's Freachi1lg of chastity to which

, Nietzsche takes exception; to him this reflects a form of hypocrisy or bad
faith. Moreover, the innocence of Parsifal may be contrasted with the
'innocence' of Nietzsche's overman. '10 achieve the overman's kind of
innocence one must first confront a world without absolutes and take on
complete responsibility for one's life. That is, one must in a sense overcome both one's own impulses and the world's conventions and move
through it all to a new kind of innocence. As Zarathustra says, one must
become a camel and a lion and then a child (Nietzsche 1883-1892, 55). In
contrast, Parsifal was never anything but a child, and his innocence, like
that of a child, is the innocence of one who has never assumed real responsibilily and is incapable of doing so. In celebrating the innocence of

Parsifal, Wagner is celebrating an unthinking, unreflective kind of existence. This is not the life of the overman but that of Nietzsche's "last
man."
A tension in Nietzsche's thought is also highlighted by his explicit
rejection of Wagner's focus on the "transcendent" or on anything external to oneself. The earlier Nietzsche of Richard Wagner in Bayreuth maintained that if tragedy is to serve its function of helping one to achieve a
new perspective and overcome oneself, it must help one look beyond
oneself:
The individual must be consecrated to something higher
lhan himself-that is the meaning of tragedy; he must be free

of the terrible anxiety which death and time evoke in the individual: for at any moment, in the briefest atom of his life's
course, he may encounter something hOly that endlessly outweighs all his struggle and all his distress-this is what it means
8

to have a sense for the tragic; all the ennoblement of mankind is
enclosed in this supreme task .... (Nietzsche 1876, 213)
Clearly Nietzsche here sees a dedication to something beyond onethat is, a kind of reverence, as a path to ennoblement. In this work
It\' h(:~izes upon the theme of "selfless loyalty" as fulfilling this function.
Lh·votion to something, in this case loyalty, so complete that one may be
willing to sacrifice one's life or hopes, serves to help one to overcome
uDeself in a way that is vaguely like that of the later overman; it is ennohling. Something almost religious appears to be going on here. Indeed,
Nietzsche states approvingly that loyalty "it; the most personal primal
('vent that Wagner experiences and reveres like a religious mystery"
(Nh,,~tzsche 1876, 203). Even at this stage Nietzsche rejects a supernatural
I'i'illity and he is leery of "transcendence" or of reified abstract concepts
(If any kind; consequently, he seizes on loyalty as an uplifting theme in
Wagner. This is somewhat defensible since ,although 'loyalty' itself may
an abstract concept, loyalty to a particular person is not; it is something that is expressed in concrete meaningful action. Nevertheless, the
ilimost religious dimension of the devotion to loyalty, expressed with
Nud1 words as "holy" and "consecrated/' seems like something that
t>lmuld make Nietzsche uncomfortable. How the later Nietzsche thought
"buut this particular issue it; undear, for he does not dit;t..:w;s it in hi::; antiWaKner tracts. Instead he focuses there on criticizing more explicit refer('!lees to some kind of "Absolute." However, it is clear that despite
Nit'tzsche's rejection of the supernatural he never seems to relinquish
tht' belief in the necessity forca sense of "something holy.'" After all, although Zarathustra believes that God is dead, he is "the most pious of all
those· who do not believe in God" (Nietzsche 1883-1892, 272). Zarathustra
h (I friend to the unemployed pope, for he loves all pious men. Nietzsche
,tOl'S not intend his pjety howpvprr to hp oirp('fpo tOWrlro ,~ rpifipo f'xtprH,d Absolute; one might say that it reflects an awesome reverence for
nhm's responsibility and for the power of life. In Beyond Good and Evil
Nietzsche maintains, "the noble soul has reverence for itself" (Nietzsche

lMtl6, 256). In contrast, the piety of Wagner comes to be perceived by
Nietzsche as directing one toward something external and away from
11 f(i. Zarathustra's piety is the sort that highlights one's own responSibility, while Wagner's represents a flight away from responsibility.
Another "Christian" element that is particularly prominent in Parsifal
b the theme of salvation. Indeed, Wagner takes pains to highlight connections between the title character and Christ. Nietzsche, however, discov""j:;

salvation to be a dominant theme not just in Parsifal but also in every

one of Wagner's operas. Often, "salvation" takes on its religious, superlI.ltural form, but that is not always the case. In many operas various
characters must be 'saved' in much more mundane ways, but for Nietzsd le
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this is no better than a focus on Christian salvation. For him anv belief
that one must be saved is a reflection of the life-denying slave mo~ality:
The need of salvation . .. is the sincerest form of expression
of decadence, the most convinced and most painful affirmation
of it in sublime symbols and practices. The Christian wishes
to get loose from himself.... Noble morality, master morality,
has, reversely, its roots in a triumphing self-affirmation, -it is
the self-affirming, the self-glorifying of life; it equally needs
sublime symbols and practices, but only "because its heart is
too full." (Nietzsche 1888, 56)
If one desires to be saved, one desires to escape one's present life
through the action of another. This is true whether the salvation involves
one's immortal soul or whether it involves more mundane aspects of
one's life. Such a desire signals an unwillingness to embrace life as it
actually exists or to take full responsibility for leading one's own life; it is
a kind of giving up, a surrender to an escapist mentality. A better understanding of Nietzsche's view of this mentality, and why he believes it to
be present in some forms of art and not in others, will be pursued in the
next section. The political significance of this mentality will be discussed
in the section thereafter.
Rejecting Wagnerian Romanticism

In The Case of Wagner Nietzsche returns to the discussion of the two
types of art, explaining that
every age has in its quantum of energy, a quantum determining what virtues are permitted to it, what virtues are proscribed.
It has either the virtues of ascending life, ... or it is itself an
epoch of descending life, and then it requires the virtues of
decline, then it hates all that justifies itself solely by plenitude,

by superabundance of strength. Aesthetics is indissolubly
bound up with these biological presuppositions: there is a decadence deslhet1I.:::',

i::tlul

there .it:; clu::;::;icul destlu~tks . . .. In the

narrower sphere of so-called moral values there is no greater
cOFltrast than that of master morality and morality according to
Christian valuation. . .. The former communicates to things
out of its fulness-it glorifies, it embellishes, it rationalises the
world, the latter impoverishes, blanches, and mars the value
of things, it denies the world. (Nietzsche 1888, 54-55)
This passage, similar to a passage that appears in the "What is Romanticism?" aphorism of The Gay Science, is particularly important be-

cause it clearly links Nietzsche's views on aesthetics with his critique of
Christian morality. The contrast between Christian morality and
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Nidzsche's own morality is seen by Nietzsche as essentially a special
of the contrast between the modern aesthetics of Wagnerian romanticism (here called "decadence aesthetics") and classical aesthetics. In
Niftz,sche contra Wagner the Christian is in fact identified as a "species of
~picurean" that Nietzsche sees as the antithesis of a "Dionysian Greek"
(Nit·tzsche 1895, 73). For Nietzsche, ethics and aesthetics are of course
Intimately related and could even be considered indistinguishable. Therefure it should not be surprising that Nietzsche's condemnation of the
"slave morality" present in Wagner's work is manifest in large part in
.I! tacks on Wagner's brand of romantic aesthetics. In the process of making these attacks Nietzsche appears to embrace classical aesthetics to a
"h'gf'ee that may seem surprising, given what one may consider to be its
l'\'slrictive and limiting nature. One might think that it would be classi(\\1 aesthetics that Nietzsche would associate with Christian morality and
with the denial of life, and that he would associate expansive Wagnerian
Jnrnnnticism with aI/superabundance of strength" and with that which
ilglorifies" and "embellishes" the world. But in his anti-Wagner essays

I..be

Ni{-'t2Schc paints pictures of Wagner's art that at times read like the most

hMd-core classicist's disparagement of romanticism:
French Romanticism and Richard Wagner are very c10sely
connected.... altogether fanatics of expression, great discoverer in the domain of the sublime, also of the loathsome and
the shocking, still greater discoverer in effect, in display, ...
with dismal access to everything that seduces, allures, forces,
or upsets, born enemies of logic and the straight line, covetous
of the foreign, the exotic, the monstrous, and all opiates of the
senses and understanding. On the whole, a rashly-venhlIing,
magnificently violent, high-flying, and high up-pulling kind
of artists .... (Nietzsche 1895, 76-77)
Like a good classicist, Nietzsche complains that Wagner's music pos~1'NSt'S "chaos in place of rhythm" and "just seeks to break up all symmetry of measure and intensity" (Nietzsche 1895, 68). Wagner promotes
<i an ever greater indifference to all severe, noble conscientious training
in the service of art; the belief in genius substituted for it ... " (Nietzsche
lMMH,44-45). Wagner's style, like most of modern culture, is "decadent";
Lhis decadence is characterized in part by a lack of harmonious order;
"the whole has ceased to live together" (Nietzsche 1888, 25). 'Wagner has
llt'rnonstrated that he is not a true musician by "abandoning all lawfulness and-to speak more definitively-all style in music ... " (Nietzsche
HU~8F

29)

Is there a sound philosophical basis for Nietzsche's embrace of classical aesthetics and rejection of romanticism, or does he turn to the classicversus-romantic argument just because Wagner is a romantic and this
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line of argument is therefore an easy way to denigrate him? While
Nietzsche's personal feelings toward Wagner may be partly responsible
for the intensity of his rush to classicism, Nietzsche's classicism is also
integral to his philosophical thought. For, as other commentators on romanticism have observed, classical aesthetics can have the effect of anchoring one in reality and equipping one for action in the world, while
romanticism often tends to take one out of the world and to hinder moral
action (Babbitt 1919). If there is one thing to which Nietzsche is opposed
it is to Sl1ch Fl disconnection. Contrasting Wagner with Bizet Nietzsche
says "Bizet makes me productive. All that is good makes me productive.
I have no other ... proof of what is good" (Nietzsche 1888, 7).
An appreciation of Nietzsche's embrace of classicism becomes particularly important when one considers his conception of the overman.
The "self-overcoming" of the overman is in Nietzsche's view something
very different from romantic expansiveness or unleashed passion. It is
true that the overman does not embrace conventions and that in a sense
he makes his own morality. However, the overman is also something of
a well-ordered soul in the classical tradition, and he is keenly aware of
his responsibility for 'moral' action of a sort. Since the overman is the
opposite of a slave, he certainly cannot be a slave to his passions any
more than he can be a slave to other men. He does not reject his instincts,
urges, and passions, but he accepts them in such a manner in which they
constitute him without controlling him. Only a well-ordered soul has a
hope of doing this, and becoming a well-ordered soul is accomplished in
part through a dose of classical :restraint. This means that, even though
one does not become a slave to convention, one make~ the ~pirit uf lhe
classical tradition one's own. Citing two passages contained in The Will
to Power, Kaufmann observes that
Nietzsche is not exhorting the mass of men to renounce traditional restraints. He denounces what he considers Wagner's
typically romantic libertinism ... and he writes: " ... there is
nothing romantic about greatness of soul." "Greatness of soul" is
a translation of Aristotle's megalopsychia. And ... Aristotle's
conception apparently made a tremendous impression on
Nietzsche, whose opposition to Christianity can scarcely be
seen in proper perspective apart from Aristotle's ethics.
(Kaufmann 1974,382)
As the literary scholar Irving Babbitt describes it, the classicist embraces decorum since" decorum is for the classicist the grand master-piece
to observe because it is only thus he can show that he has a genuine centre set above his own ego" (Babbitt 1919 265). This may help explain
classicism's attraction for Nietzsche. Even though he emphatically rejects any focus on the supernatural or other externals, Nietzsche seems to
1
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that one still needs some kind of a genuine centre set above his
ego." This can be seen in his early interest in a devotion to "selfless
~v;dtY/" in the "pious" nature of Zarathustra, and in the contrast between
overman and the "last man," who may be seen as characterized in
! by a profound lack of piety or reverence toward anything. Nietzsche
of course, a classical philologist by training and profession, and he
have seen in the classical embrace of decorum a path toward order,
,lt~discipline, and a kind of' elevation' of life in the face of the abyss. He
must reject the romantic Wagnerian approach since it rejects decorum and
one without any sound basis for ordering one's life.
While Nietzsche's expressed anti-romanticism is undeniable, the exIf lit tu which he can be considered a classicist may be subject to debate.
~tzsche himself declined to label himself a classicist, but his reasons do
nBt appear to reflect major differences in approach. In The Gay Science,
11'1' identifying and denouncing "romantic pessimism," he adds this
pMt'l1thetical note: "That there still could be an' altogether different kind
II

{"(Vn

pC~lsimism,

a classical type; ... only the word "classical" offends my

it is far too trite and has become round and indistinct. I call this
p.';"-imism of the future ... Dionysian pessimism" (Nietzsche 1882, par.
The term "classicism" had become "trite" and '"indistinct" because
the prevalence of various forms of neoclassicism that represented eia rigid, formal adherence to the external forms of Greek classicism,.
tot' n kind of romanticism that looked back to classical Greece in a manner
)\Jmi!nr to that in which romanticism looks back to the Middle Ages. In
case the truly classical spirit in the best sense was missing. Nietzsche
not reject this spirit but embraced it; he rejected the term classical'
because he could not abide its misuse. Of course, Nietzsche's 'clas-

.'ciHH,

J

",\.>"""

is by no means identical with traditional classicism as it is usually

un\'lt~rstood,

for Nietzsche rejects any ontological or metaphysical framethat presumes the existence of an ordered cosmos. One could persay that to a significant degree Nietzsche'S overall project repre',.'nh an attempt to capture the best of the classical spirit and to derive its
"Hlul"ordering benefits without reference to an ordered universe.
flow exactly for Nietzsche, does the conflict between Wagnerian roHi.mti(,: aesthetics and classical aesthetics tie to that between "Christian"
morality and master morality? Nietzsche tells us that 1Nagner
tlatters every nihilistic (Buddhistic) instinct and disguises it in
music .... [E]verything that has grown up on the soil of impoverished life, the entire false coinage of transcendence and an

other world, has in Wagner's art its sublimest advocate-not
in formulae (Wagner is too prudent to use formulae) but in its
persuaSIOn of sensuality, which, in its turn, again makes the
mind tender and fatigued. (Nietzsche 1888, 46)
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Nietzsche understands that art mav in fact be more effective than explidt doctrines or philosophical arguments in promoting a particular type
of morality. The' escapist' quality of religion, expressed by Wagner in
the "false coinage of transcendence and another worl.d," is mirrored by
the escapist quality of "decadent" modern romanticism in general. The
very "sensuality" of Wagner's work represents such escapism. According to Nietzsche, "Wagner never calculates as a musician from any kind
of musical conscience; he wants effect, he wants nothing but effect"
(Nietzsche 1888, 29). As a result, "Wagner's music is never true"
(Nietzsche 1888, 30). Why is Wagner's music not "true"? Because in
striving for" effect" Wagner is pursuing appearance rather than substance;
he ends up mixing noble imagery with "slave morality." His sensuality
is not the sort that connects one with life or helps one to experience reality, but that serves as a diversion, a tonic. In contrast, Nietzsche argues
that when he listens to Bizet's Carmerz "I become a better man" because
Bizet's work is straightforward and "without counterfeit coinage;" it
avoids cheap sentimentality and "takes the auditor for an intelligent being" (Nietzsche 1888, 6). With Wagner, one does not need to confront the
facts of life. One need only experience pleasant, thrilling, or uplifting
sensations and thereby escape from the realities of life. Therefore, the
"decadent" ::;emmali::;t ullilIlald y denIes the world just as much as does
one who looks to the transcendent.
Since Nietzsche criticizes Wagner's work for the manner in which his
opera takes one out ot the real world, It IS not surprising that he speaks
derisively of its 'uplifting' quality: "Let us walk above the clouds, let us
harangue the infinite, let us surround ourselves with grand symbols"
(Nietzsche 1888, 22)! Of course, it has already been shown that in his
earlier pro-Wagner essay Nietzsche had used similar language to sing
Wagner's praises. At that time Nietzsche praised Wagner because the
elevating and sanctifying of man (or at least of some men) was what
Nietzsche was fighting for. The later Nietzsche is still, in a sense, fighting for thi::>. H~ has, l~owever, realized that what Wagner offered was not
really a path to humanity's ennoblement. What changed was Nietzsche's
realization that the "elevation and sanctity of mood" offered by Wagner
was, ·in fact, nothing but that: a "mood." While the characters and deeds
of the Scandinavian legends may be noble in themselves, Wagner does
not present them in a manner that is particularly conducive to their use
as models for noble action in the real world. The emphasis is placed so
strongly on feeling rather than on action that the opera is more likely to
become an "opiate" that actually impairs one's ability to act in the world.
In the Bayreuth essay Nietzsche recognized that Wagner's operas took
one away from the mundane difficulties and trivialities of one's daily
life, but he believed then that one felufneJ enelgized for action, trans~
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into a
man"
a
perspective on one's own
ruggles. When Nietzsche rejects Wagner he deddes that most men (and
lInen, even more so!) return with a longing to recapture the way they
Jvll during the performance but not with a will to truly heroic behavior
I H 'l1lselves. Thus Nietzsche says of Wagner, "to look enviously towards
l11'\~'ll'r morality, noble morality ... and at the same time to have in his

IlltTnl'd

1I11HIlJI

lite conlrary doclline, lhe "Gospel of lhe Lowly/' Lhe need of sdl-

,Ilion! ... " (Nietzsche 1888, 55-56). Those who return from Wagner's

saved from them,
It ',lliened to them. In its effect, "Wagner's influence is like a continuous
of alcohol" (Nietzsche 1888, 47).
N idzsche originally took Wagner's operas to be something like Greek
1!';i~Wdy in part because the heroic, the beautiful, and the ugly can be
in both. Why does Nietzsche later come to believe that the effects of
;/'t'I.,k tragedy and Wagnerian romanticism are so different? In T'wilight
1111' Idols Nietzsche remarks, "What does the tragic artist communicate of
Does he not display precisely the condition of fearlessness in the

\!1'1'rtls do not want to plunge into their lives but to be
!

1"11' lIf llie fearsome dnd questionable?" (Nielzsche 1889, 92). Wagner's

tails to promote "fearlessness" because it is unwilling to confront
hll11l'Stly lithe fearsome and questionable" in life; one does not gaze into
th,' ,lbyss. Instead there is tlight either to an "Absolute,," which may be
('Itill'!' explicit or vague, or to a kind of mindless sensation, or to some
H 1\ III d Y combination of the two. In any case the result is a kind of good
IlTllIlg' that is unreflective, unearned, and empty. Of course, we have
n'l\ that the flight to an Absolute and to unreflective sensation or feeltill

I
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for Niflr7.~('hfl fl~~flnti<'ll1y thfl ~;::tmfl thine;. Hfl ()h;;flrVfl~ th<'lt

it is not with music that Wagner has won the youth over to
himself, it is with the "Idea": it is the mysteriousness of his
dfl, its game of hide-and-seek among a hundred symbols, its

polychromy of the ideal, which has led and allured these youths
to Wagner! His Wagner's genius for forming clouds .... They
hear with trembling how in his art the sublime symbols become
dudible with gentle thunder out of the cloudy distance ....
(Nietzsche 1888, 37-38)
Nietzsche refers to Wagner as Hegel's heir. He tells us that Wagner
·k.mH'd like Hegel that Germans love 'lithe Idea', that is to say, somedung nbscure, uncertain, mysterious; that among Gernnans clearness is
,in

objPction, and logic a disproof' (Nietzsche 1888, 36-37). God may be
but Wagner is offering his followers the Absolute' on the cheap.
I

Jlhing need be dearly defined or ulLderslandable, bUl only a sense need

l.w evoked of transcendence, of something beyond one's everyday conI'll' world. The flight to such a sense is for Nietzsch.~ as morally dis-

hl)llt'St as the flight to God, and it is perhaps even more dishonest intel15

lectually since it depends upon obscurity to function. \!Vagner "is possessed of every ambiguity, every equivocation, everything, in fact, which
persuades the undecided, without making them conscious what- they are
persuaded to" (Nietzsche 1888, 45). This deliberate ambiguity contrasts
with the master morality that rationalises the world."
The unreflective and anti-intellectual quality of Wagner's work is an
element repeatedly seized upon by Nietzsche. He remarks of Wagner:
"How he humours every cowardice of modern soul with Siren toneslThere was never such a mortal hatred of knowledge" (Nietzsche 1888, 47)!
The kind of "knowledge" that Wagner shirks is that required for moral
honesty; if one keeps things fuzzy, one need not be pimled down. In
criticizing Wagner's lack of clarity Nietzsche places himself on dangerous ground, for his early discussions of aesthetics emphasized the importance of the inarticulate, non-rational dimensions of art. Nietzsche
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had in fact praised Wagner with these words:

Now, if the gods and heroes of such mythological dramas
as Wagner writes are to communicate also in words, there is
no greater danger than that this spoken language will awaken
the theoretical man in us and thereby heave us over into the
other, non-mythical sphere: so that in the end we should not
through the employment of words have understood more
clearly what is taking place before us but, on the contrary~ have
failed to understand it at all. That is why Wagner has forced
language back to a primordial state in which it hardly yet thinks
in concepts and in which it is itself still poetry, image and feeling. (Nietzsche 1876, 237)

Likewise, in The Birth of Tragedy Nietzsche denounces "Socratism,"
that is, the theoretical, metaphysical, logicat abstract focus that emerged
in Greek philosophy. He is particularly critical uf the Greek philu::;uphers' emphasis on reason and of their equation of virtue with knowledge (Nietzsche 1872, 92-95). Of course, when Nietzsche later criticizes
Wagner's ambiguity he is not actually advocating a movement to a highly
conceptual "Socratism" but is simply urging a return to something more
like Greek tragedy, which did not disingenuously mix noble imagery
with slave morality, which did not use ambiguity to hide an Absolute,
and which did not emphasize "feeling" and "effect" to the point that
they came to obliterate any connection to concrete reality. Nevertheless,

a certain tension is evident between Nietzsche's later criticisms of Wagner
and his earlier views. Nietzsche had always embraced the spirit of Greek
tragedy, but in rejecting Wagner he also seems, in some ways, to have
edged a little closer to the Greek philosophers whom he had once criticized. One may speculate that when Nietzsche realized that the perfect
blending of the Apollonian and Dionysian which he thought he had found
16

Wagner was in fact something very different, and when he became
,1 tl u ned to the dangerous effects of "decadent" romanticism, he became
lllore circumspect about extolling the virtues of the non-rational and in,11'1 indate over the rational and conceptual.
III

Political Implications
What is the effect of Wagner's art on one who i.s raIsed on It? "The
\'outh becomes a moon-calf-an 'idealist'" (Nietzsche 1888, 47). Roman\11. idealism and an inability to take constructive action tend to go handIll-hand, and both are symptoms of Wagnerian romanticism's tendency
itl disconnect one from real life. Interestingly, while romantic idealism
Ill"), impair one's ability to act effectively on a personal level, it may at
tlw same time be a spur to another kind of action. Nietzsche sums up the
\\i,lgn('rian spirit at one point as "Let us be idealists! ... Let us ... make
lll.lllkind better!-one thereby becomes good ... " (Nietzsche 1888, 22'\), In abandoning classical morality the emphasis of Wagnerian romant It Ism becomes an "idealism" that is externally rather than internally
PIH'nted. That is, instead of focusing on the ordering of one's own soul,
"Iii' focuses on making mankind as a whole better. And, since romanti,L',m involves a rejection of standards, and romantic idealism encour.11'.I'S the view that something is radically wrong with the existing world,
lllsiinctive politics results. Nietzsche describes such modern politics in
('/lSI' of Wagner:
.
"Whence comes all the evil in the world?'" Wagner asks himself. From "old conventions" he answered, like every revolutionary ideologist. That means from customs, laws, morals,
,md institutions, from all that the old world, old society rest
nn. "How does one do away with old society?" Only by declaring war against "conventions" (traditional usage and morCllity). That is what Siegfried does. (Nietzsche 1888, 14)
llere Nietzsche actually places himself in the position of defending
Illd '\'ustoms, laws, morals, and institutions" against Wagner's desire to
dl ...;troy them. While this may seem out of character, one can see how
ll'l/,s('hf' might find valuE' in old customs, morals, etc., at least for those
tlf \p.; who cannot live the life of a full-blown overman. In his early works
I It" (lbserved that "in order to act we require the veil of illusion" (Nietzsche
51 ), and that" a living thing can be healthy, strong and fruitful only

!

bounded by a horizon" (Nietzsche 1874, 63). The necessary "illucontributing to one's horizon is of course represented by the
J\ jlollonian "dream" element that comes to be incorporated into
il'!zsche's concept of the "Dionysian." Some classicists and traditiond lists share with Nietzsche recognition of the importance of this
dream"
It'll

',]tln"

/I
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element. For example, Babbitt observed that "to say that the classicist ..

. gets at his reality with the aid of the imagination is but another way of
saying that he perceives his reality only through a veil of illusion" (Babbitt 1919, 102). Nietzsche found that Greek tragedy and culture once
helped to provide the right kind of llillusion" or "'horizon." Today we
have much less to draw upon, but old customs, morals, traditions, and
institutions can still playa role in promoting order and in equipping one
for actIOn, Just as for Edmund Burke they made up the "wardrobe of a
moral imagination" (Burke 1790,67).
Nietzsche sees that in rejecting old ways Wagner is effectively rejecting standards. Nietzsche can criticize Wagner for this because he believes that Wagner does not reject standards in the manner of a true overman who has gazed into the abyss. Instead, Wagner's blanket rejection
of standards amounts to a denial of the need to work on the ordering of
one's own soul. Without the demands imposed on the self by classical
standards, virtue loses the meaning it had held in the Greek world and
becomes redefined as sympathy for the plight of mankind. Thus,
Nietzsche rejects Wagner's "idealistic falsity and softening of conscience"
(Nietzsche 1895, 81). Wagner, Nietzsche believes, is not calling for a critical
examination of established ways but for their wholesale rejection as the
cause of ITlankind's houbles. With .such a I-ejection Wagner is essentially

trying to negate the world and to avoid the hard task of actually living in
it. Wagner's idealistic dreaming of a new, wholly different world is simply another manifestation of romantic escapism. Nietzsche's recognition
of this dynamic is in fact also a key element behind his condemnation of
Rousseau. The imagination by Rousseau and certain other romantics of
an idealized "nature," which they oppose to our corrupting culture, represents to Nietzsche a flight from reality essentially the same as that which
he finds in Christianity, and is another manifestation of slave morality.
Nietzsche clearly recognized that this phenomenon assumes a political
form. According to Adrian Del Caro,
the quarrel is with social and political visionaries, types
Nietzsche considered to be modern and therefore decadent.
They share the belief, which smacks of Rousseau's "snpersn-

tion," that if only the existing order can be brought down, then
the nobleness and pride of humanity would rise up. The superstition is this: the original, wondrous nature of man-his
innate goodness-iS buried under the corruption in institutions .... (Del Caro 1989, 105-106)
While Nietzsche himself sometimes praises the "natural" and denounces much of modern culture, Strong agrees with Del Caro that, unlike Rousseau, Nietzsche does not believe that a "natural and happy man"
would emerge if civilized morality were thrown off (Strong] 975, 49).
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Once more a contrast is presented between a spirit that embraces life
and one that denies it. Instead of undertaking the hard work of improving oneself and one's actions, one simply rejects this ,vorld and seeks to
bring another world into being. In the case of Rousseau, Del Caro finds
that "his own shortcomings \,vere his inspiration, insofar as his personal
experience was the basis for his blaming society for the decline of culture. Rousseau, according to Nietzsche, would cure hImself by curing
society" (Del Caro 1989, 101). Of course, such a project cannot be successful. What is the ultimate result as portrayed by Wagner himself in
the Ring series? In the final verSIOn, it ends on a dark note. As Nietzsche
puts it, "Everything goes wrong, everything goes to ruin, the new world
is as bad as the old .... Brunnhilde, who according to the earlier design
had to take leave with a song in honour of free love, solacing the world
in anticipation of a Socialistic Utopia in which all will be well,' now has
something else to do. She first has to study Schopenhauer .. ." (Niet7.RChp
1888, 15-16).
This unhappy ending is a manifestation of what has been called the
I

"manic-depressive" nature of certain types of romanticism (Ryn 1997).

The romantic is unwilling to embrace the world as it is and focus on
ordering himself; he dreams instead of a new exterior world. Since this
dream is hopeless the romantic may become morose and embittered. This
is why so much romanticism has a dark side. In the case of Wagner,
"Everything he touches he makes morbid-he has made music morbid"
(Nietzsche 1888, 16). His romantic dreams ultimately lead not to happiness but to a despairing .kind of pessimism or nihilism. This phenomenon, labeled by Nietzsche "romantic pessimism," most clearly shows
the linkage between romanticism and ressentimenl. According to
Nietzsche,
the desire for destruction, change, and becoming can be an expression of an overflowing energy that is pregnant with future (my term for this is, as is known, "Dionysian,"); but it can
a150 be LIte lu:tLreu uf the ilh:uIU:;tituted, dbinherited, and underprivileged, who destroy, must destroy, because what exists,
indeed all existence, all being, outrages and provokes them.
To understand this feeling, consider our anarchists closely.
(Nietzsche 1882, par. 370)

Conclusion
For Nietzsche, Wagnerian opera came to exemplify some of the worst
characteristics of /I decadent" modern culhtre. The kind of sentimental

"Christianity" and decadent" romanticism that it embraced represented
a particular moral outlook and frame of mind. This outlook incorporated the ressentiment that is characteristic of inverted "slave morality,"
/I
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and, even more importantly, it encouraged dreams of a nevv, idealistic

world. Both the sensuality and quasi-religious feeling present in \Vagner' s
work acted as opiates" to take the listener away from the concerns of
the real world, and fostered an unwillingness to assume full responsibility for one's own life or to engage in the ordering of oneself. As a result,
devotees of Wagner (and, to degree, all who are influenced by the decadent" aspects of modern Western culture) are for Nietzsche operating
under a kind of moral impairment. They are not equipped to act in the
world in a truly correct manner. Instead, their desire to be "saved" from
the real world and to be "uplifted" without personal moral effort sets up
a particular political dynamic that may perhaps be best characterized as
a kind of salvific' politics. Such politics, seen by Nietzsche as characteristic of modernity, tend to foster a shift of responsibility away from the
individual and toward the kind of bourgeois state that Nietzsche held in
lI

II

I

contenl.pt. In its fully developed form this dynamic manifests itself as

the revolutionary ideological politics that blossomed in the early twentieth century. Such politics embody an unfulfillable desire to completely
abolish the existing order and traditional standards and to erect in their
place a new, idealized, uplifting political and social order, the "Socialistic Utopia" of which Nietzsche speaks.
In taking a stand against Wagnerian romanticism Nietzsche emerges
as a strong' classicist' of a sort. Objections may be raised that the highly
classicist' Nietzsche presented here does not represent the whole of
Nietzsche; this is undeniably true. Nevertheless, the Nietzsche that appears in these anti-Wagner works· should not be ignored when considerI

ing Nietzsche's philosophy as a whole. For example, it becomes clear

that what Nietzsche is aiming for with his overman (whether he achieves
it or not) is something quite different from romantic expansiveness, simple
ego-worship, or surrender to base impulses. The overman incorporates,
among other things, a form of discipline, and bears a vague resemblance
to the well-ordered soul of the Greek philosophers. The Nietzsche of
these particular works is in a special sense highly 'moral' in that he emphasizes personal responsibility and rejects approaches that direct man's
energies toward control of the exterior world as a method of betterment.
Although Significant tensions exist, Nietzsche remains for the most
part philosophically consistent throughout his pro- and anti-Wagner
writings. While personal issues no doubt played a role, Nietzsche's reversal of opinion on Wagner may be attributed in significant part to the
maturation of his thought and to his improved perception over time of
the effect uf Wagner':::; work un the public. Ultimately it i:::i Nietz:::;che':::;
rejection of Wagner, not his early enamorment with him, which appears
to be most in keeping with his philosophical views. One may in fact
suggest that some clarification of Nietzsche's thought occurred once he
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no longer felt compelleu to accOIIIlnuudte Wagner's !Ilu:-,ic favorably

within it. Nonetheless, Nietzsche's ability to classify W"agnerian opera
first as the best manifestation of master morality and then as the worst
manifestation of slave morality highlights a problem with the vague and
'slippery' nature of his philosophy. If Nietzsche himself cannot be certain of what he means by such terms as "Dionysian," how can we? Nevertheless, by wrestling with the practical problem of Wagner Nietzsche
helps us to get a better idea of what he means, or at least of what he does
not mean, by some of the terms and concepts he uses.

Today it is a11 the rage in political science to talk about the importance
of culture. It is also a commonplace that the maintenance of a particular
kind of political order (such as liberal democracy) requires a citizenry
with a particular kind of character. However, the precise nature of the
linkage between cultural elements, individual character, and political
behavior is not always well understood. While it is not uncommon for
political scientists to look for relationships between artistic works and
politics, most look only for explicit political or ideological content in a
work. Nietzsche displays a more subtle understanding of how art incorporates in itself an ethical dimension that can shape individuals' personal, social, and political behavior. Nietzsche's analysis of Wagnerian
opera is particularly valuable to us today because of the insight it offers
into how the politics of the modern world may have been influenced and may continue to be influenced

- by cultura.l clements such as the-

ater, music, art, or literature.
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T. . zJJo·' -;Jnio:r.:::; and A1"nerican Eledic:u~:
The Politics of Voter IVlobilization
in the 2000 Presidential Election
Donald W. Beachler
ithaca College

In 2000, labor unions attempted to enhance their polii"ical iJ~t7uence by il1creasing voter tumour mnong union manbers ill support of Al Gore. This strategy'l,vas thought to be especially effective in a polity where voter participation is
so low. Labor'a political cfforta helped Core to a populm' vote victory, but the

union political strategy failed because of the dynamics oj the Electoral College
and low union density in many regions of the United States.
The Politics of Low Turnout Elections
As is well known, American politics is characterized by very low rates
of voter participation. The causes of low voter turnout have been fiercely,
if inconclusively, debated (Piven and Cloward 1988; Putnam 2001). Less
attention has been paid to the political consequences of elections in which
so few voters participate.
Because of the very low rates of voter pa.rticipation, relatively smnll

segments of the population can have great influence over elections if they
vote at a high rate. In presidential elections turnout has ranged from
49% to 55% of the eligible electorate in recent years. Off year national
elections have drawn about 36% to 39% of the voting age population to
the polls. In recent elections, the popular vote for the U.S. House of Representatives has been divided near1y evenly between the two parties
(Rimmerman 2001). Republicans have retained control of the House since
1994 by winning 1 % to 2% more of the popular vote than the Democrats
received. Because of low voter turnout, the votes of .36% to .72% of the
eligible electorate can be vital in determining the outcome of elections.
Because small increases in voter participation can make a substantial

difference in election results, interest groups have greater incentives to
mobilize their members into the electorate in a poBty characterized by
very low rates of voter participation. This article presents a case study of
organized labor, an interest group that has been losing membership and
political influence for decades. In recent elections, labor has attempted
to compensate for its declining ranks by mobilizing its members to go to
the polls in greater numbers and to increase the percentage of union
members voting for union endorsed candidates. The article investigates
labor's attempt to mobilize its members in a demobilized polity.
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The Politics of a Declining Union Movement
The decline of organized labor in the United States has been much
documented and thoroughly debated. The loss of millions of jobs in
unionized industries cost organized labor millions of members. American labor law, which is hostile to union organizing, has exacerbated such
losses, and they have been compounded further by the reluctance of complacent unions to commit resources to organizing new members. It is
not possible for this article to delve deeply into the debate over the causes
of the decline of labor unions in the United States (Goldfield 1987;
Geoghegan 1991).
It is important to note that in the 1950s, labor unions represented about
one-third of the American workforce. By 2000, roughly 13% of U.s. workers belonged to labor unions. Because of a surge in unionization of public employees during the last three decades of the twentieth century, by
2000 just over 9% of private sector workers belonged to labor unions
(Greenhouse 2001).
Labor suffered a number of legislative defeats even during the ostenSibly friendly Clinton admmistratIon. A filibuster in a JJemocratic controlled Senate defeated legislation banning striker replacement. The AFLCIO lost bitter battles in opposition to the Clinton administration over
the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) in 1993 and Permanent Normal Trade Relations (PNTR) with China in 2000. While unions
did have some political successes during the Clinton administration, they
were clearly perceived to be a declining political force (Heberlig 1999).
Labor was dealt a major political blow when Republicans won majorities in both houses of Congress in the 1994 elec lions. MallY

Ul llUll

members were disaffected by the Clinton administration's support of
the NAFTA agreement and the president's embrace of gun control measures (Reich 1998). Voters from union households constituted just 14%
of the electorate. The low turnout of union and other blue-collar workers was one reason for the Republicans' historic victory in 1994.
By the 1990s, the Republican Party was much more hostile to labor
unions than it had been in the administrations of Presidents Eisenhower,
Nixon, and Ford. President Nixon, for example, believed that the social
conservatism and nationalism of many union members would lead them
to support him as he constructed a silent majority of Americans who
objected to the cultural and socialliberalisrn of elements wllhin lhe Dt:UlU-

cratic party. Nixon did not support the desire of unions for changes in
American labor law that would make union organizing easier, but he
was prepared to accept the status quo in American labor relations in
pursuit of his alliance with union members (Safire 1975; Fry-mer and
Skrentny 1998).
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In the 1980s, the Reagan administration was distinctly hostile to the
interests of organized labor, signaling a shift in Republican attitudes toward labor. The l\.eagan administration had an ideological anti-unionism that brought a missionary zeal to union busting. Drav,Ting support
from the conservative Sunbelt regions of the country, Reagan's election
signaled a distinctly hostile attitude toward union labor (Gross 1995).
A strongly anti-labor faction dominated the Republican Party that as-

sumed control of the House of Representatives and Senate in January of
1995. The Republicans wished to deprive unions of their political funds
by passing "paycheck protection" legislation that would have made it difficult for unions to raise money to spend in political campaigns. The GOP
also attempted to lobby the NLRB to restrict what it perceived as the prounion bent of the NLRB under the appointees of Bill Clinton (Dark 1999).
In 1995 John Sweeney, president of the Service Employees International Union (SEIU), mounted an insurgent campaign that ousted AFLCIa president Lane Kirkland. Sweeney's challenge was based on the
notion that labor must aggressively organize new members, especially
service workers, to reverse the decades long decline in membership that

organized labor had experienced. Sweeney also argued that labor must
find new ways to expand its political influence. In pursuit of his goals,
Sweeney

aggre~~ively

sought tu Llirect uniun fUIlIi::; tuwaru urgani:dng

efforts, to expand labor's alliances with progressive interest groups, and
to inject union funds into campaigns in an effort to undo the damage
done in the 1994 elections (Sweeney 1996).
Faced with a hostile Republican Congress, unions attempted to revive
their political influence in the 1996 election with a two-pronged approach.
Labor spent $25 million on an independent expenditure campaign of
media ads that attacked selected Republican representatives for advancing a radical right wing agenda (Heberlig 1999). In 1996, labor also ex-

panded its efforts to mobilize and educate its own members about candidates and issues. In the closing weeks of the 1996 campaign, the Republican Party respundeLl with

all

$8 milliuIl uullar dU verti::;ing campaign

that condemned the political efforts of "union bosses" (Hershey 1997).
The renewed electoral efforts of unions met with mixed success. Republicans retained control of the House of Representatives, but labor's
efforts were credited with defeating several Republican incumbents.
Twelve of the 24 Republican freshmen targeted by the AFL-CIO lost their
reelection bids in 1996. Congressional elections scholar Gary Jacobson
estimated that without the independent expenditures campaign of organized labor only two of the 24 would have been defeated (Jacobson 1997;

Jacobson 1999). Union voter turnout increased from 19% to 23% even
though there was a sharp decrease in the rate of voter participation in
the electorate as a whole.
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The percentage of union household voters who supported Bill Clinton
in his successful reelection effort increased slightly from 55% in 1992 to
59% in 1996 (New York Times, 2000). The AFL-CIO also believed that its
ads attacking the Republican Congressional agenda were partially responsible for the moderation in the agenda of the 104th Congress, which
increased the minimum wage, enacted a provision facilitating health insurance portability, and reversed cuts to Medicare and education.
Labor unions were given considerable credit for the Democrats' surprise showmg in the 1998 congressional elections. With the exception at
1934, the party of the president had lost House seats in every off-year
election in the twentieth century. The president's party has often suffered exceptionally large losses in the sixth year of a president's term. In
1998, Democrats were further burdened with a presidential scandal that
would shortly lead to the impeachment of President Bill Clinton. Despite predictions of political disaster, the Democrats held their 4:5 Senate
seats and gained five seats ih the House of Representatives. Labor focused on mobilizing its members to vote, and the percentage of the electorate that resided in a union household increased from 14% in 1994 to
22%. in 1998 (Heberlig 1999). Sixty-four percent of the union electorate

reported voting for the Democratic candidate for the U.S. House of Representatives as opposed to 60% in 1994 (New York Times 1998; Heberlig
1999). The marginal improvement in the vote of union members for Democratic House candidates and the substantial improvement in voter turnout among unionists and their families gave labor reason to hope that it
could be even more successful in 2000.
2000: Labor Attempts to Elect Al Gore

The AFL-CIO endorsed Al Gore in the fall of 1999. The fecleration's
support· for Gore came at a time when he appeared vulnerable to the
challenge of former New Jersey Senator Bill Bradley. Labor provided
vital assistance to Gore as he extinguished Bradley's quest for the nomination with victories in the Iowa caucus and the New Hampshire primary. During the nominating process, some unions, most notably the
Teamsters and the United Auto Workers, withheld support from Gore
because of their disagreement with the trade policies of the Clinton administration~ Even after Gore had secured the Democratic nomination,
some labor leaders publicly flirted with the notion of remaininls neutral
or endorsing Ralph Nader's Green Party candidacy (Corn 2000). After
the Democratic convention in August 2000, however, virtually the entire

labor movement united to support Gore's quest for the preSidency
(Beachler 2001).
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Table 1
Labor Union Household Voting in Presidential Elections, 1992-2000

Presidential Vote of Union Members
% of electorate
residing in
union households Democrat

Republican

Other*

Democratic
Margin**

1992

19

55

24

21

31

1996

23

59

30

9

29

26
59
37
3
22
2000
* The other vote was for Ross Perot in 1992 and 1996 and primarily for
Ralph Nader in 2000.
** The Democratic margin was calculated by subtracting the Republican
percentage of the union household vote from the Democratic percentage of
the union household vote.

Table 1 shows the voting patterns.of union household members in the
presidential elections of 1992,199(1, and 2000. It also lists the percentage

of the electorate residing in union households. The percentage of the
electorate residing in union households increased substantially in each
of the three elections examined in Table 1. The focus on increasing labor's
share of the total electorate was very successful as union turnout increased
from 19% in 1992, to 23% in 1996, and 26% in 2000.
Table 1 illustrates that, while labor union members supported Democratic presidential candidates by large margins, unions cannot be said to
have had unqualified political success in convincing their members to

vote for the Democratic nominee. The historical pattern of many union
household residents voting for the Republican nominee persisted during this period.

In 1992, Bill Clinton took 55% of the union household vote to 24% for
Bush and 21 % for Perot. In 1996, Perot was a weakened political force
and received just ~% of the union household vote, while Clinton took
59% and Dole won 30%. Clinton's margin among union voters was reduced by 2% from 1992 to 1996.
In 2000, labor made a major political effort on behalf of Al Gore's bid
for the presidency. In the 2000 election, third party candidates were less
of a factor. Despite a platform that included opposition to trade treaties

strongly opposed by many unions, and a call for labor law reform that
would facilitate union organizing, Ralph Nader scored only 3% of the
vole among union households. Nader's showing among the union elec-

torate was only marginally better than his percentage among non-union
voters.
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Al Gore won the same 59% of the union electorate that Clinton received in 1996. George W. Bush improved on Bob Dole's performance
among union voters and received 37% of the union vote. In three consecutive presidential elections the Democratic margin over the Republi-

can candidate among union voters has actually declined. The Democratic advantage over the Republican candida~e declined by 9% from
1992 to 2000. Put another way, in 1992, the percentage of the electorate
that was from a union household and voting Democratic was 10.45%
and the percentage of the electorate that was union household and voting Republican was 4.56%. In 2000, 15.34% of the electorate was union
household and voting Democratic, while 9.62% of the electorate was union
household and voting Republican. From 1992 to 2000, Republicans actually gained support among the union electorate at a faster rate than Democrats.
By increasing the union percentage of the electorate in 1996 and again

in 2000, the labor movement clearly aided the Democratic presidential
nominee. The impact of the labor vote would be even greater if the unions
were able to persuade more of their members to vote for the union endorsed candidates. It should be noted that the inability to turn out a
higher percentage of voters for the Democratic candidate is not a new
problem for unions. Gore's 59% of the vote was exceeded by th4? Democratic nominee in only three presidential elections since World War II:
1948, 1960, and 1964 (Leroy 1990).
Table 2 demonstrates that labor was of vital importance to Gore's efforts in several key states. Two of the most heavily contested \;tates in
the election were Pennsylvania and Michigan. While unions made a major

effort to mobilize their members for the Democratic ticket, in both battleground states, they faced difficult challenges. The Clinton-Gore
campaign's embrace of trade policies that imperiled manufacturing jobs
dampened enthusiasm for the Democratic ticket among some union
members and union officials (Greenhouse 2000a).
The Bush campaign believed that because there were no real differences between Bush and Gore on the trade issues that were so important
to autoworkers, steelworkers, and other workers subject to international
wage competition, the Republicans could appeal to the conservative social values of some union workers (Dreazen 2000). Many union members have conservative views on social issues. For example, in 199434%
of union voters in Pennsylvania supported the political goals of the National Rifle Association (NRA) (Clark and Masters 2001). In 2000, the
NRA countered labor's efforts among blue-collar workers, by distributing literature arguing that Gore was a threat to the rights of gun owners
(Eilperin and Edsall 2000). In response to the NRA campaign, labor distributed literature in several battleground states that asserted Al Gore
1/
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Table 2
Labor Voting in Selected States in 2000 Presidential Election
% of electorate

Union
Non-Union
residing in union
households
households
households Democrat Republican Democrat Republican

65

35
32

42
44

55
54

32

55

39

44

52

Minnesota

30

56

35

44

50

Washington

27

60

46

47

Oregon

22

58

33
38

43

51

California

28

5.9

35

50

46

Illinois

33

62

36

52

46

New Jersey

32

64

32

52

44

Maryland

24

65

33

54

42

Nevada

33

51

43

42

53

West Virginia

33

51

47

43

54

62

Penn~ylvania

43
30

Wisconsin

Michigan

Doesn't Want to Take Away Your Gun. But George W. Bush Wants to
Take Away Your Union" (Greenhouse 2000b).
The principal focus of the union effort in several key states was an
intensive get out the vote effort that emphasized mobilizing union members and their families to come to the polls and vote for Gore. In 2000,
labor expanded its efforts to build voter turnout by having union activists contact other members of their unions. In 1998, when labor used
what AFL-CIO political director Steve Rosenthal called, liThe Program,"
75% of the union members contacted voted for the union endorsed candidate. In 2000, more than 500 organizers were trained at AFL-CIO headquarters and dispatched to 25 states targeted by the AFL-CIO. Speaking
of the AFL-CIG' s massive get out the vote effort, Rosenthal claimed, "Basically, it is a throwback to what we were doing in the 1930's and 40's
when we were at our peak. It is a culture change" (Dreyfus 2000).
Table 2 demonstrates that labor was able to meet its goals in Michigan
and Pennsylvania. In Michigan, 21.5% of the workforce belonged to
unions in 1999. In the 2000 presidential election, 4:3% of Michigan voters
resided in a union household. Twenty-seven percent of the voters in
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Michigan Wf're actual union mf'mbf'fs. V\Thf'n Wf' consiof'r thM not f'very
member of the electorate is employed, it is obvious that unions turned
out their members in numbers far greater than their percentage of the
voting age population. It is not possible to determine precisely what

portion of the eligible electorate was in the workforce and what percentage of union members were employed in November 2000. Still it is clear
that union over-representation was quite substantial.
Not only did labor turn out its members in Michigan, but they voted
for Gore by a 64% to 32% margin. Gore also won 59% of the vote among
those voters who resided in a union household, but were not themselves
union members. The strong labor turnout in a state where the most recent U AW contract with thp rl11tomohilp m::Jnufacturers made election
day a holiday, enabled Gore to win Michigan by a margin of 5%.
In the battleground state of Pennsylvania, labor started with a somewhat smaller base, as 17.4°/;'" of Pennsylvania workers belonged to unions

in 1999. Residents of labor union households 'accounted for 30% of the
electorate, with union members themselves constituting 17% of the voters. vVhile the union voter turnout equaled the percentage of the labor
force that belongs to unions/ it is again important to recall that not all of
the electorate is employed. In Pennsylvania/ 19% of the voters were over
the age of 65 and another 9% were between 60 and 64 years of age. Presumably a significant portion of this population was not employed. While
the data unfortunately do not permit a predsf' c::Jkll1anon of thp df'3rf'f'
that labor was over-represented in the electorate in Pennsylvania, it is
clear that union members turned out at a higher rate than all eligible
voters.

In Pennsylvania/ union members voted for Gore by a margin of 67%
to 29%. Those who resided in a union household/ but were not union
members themselves supported Gore by a 62% to 36% margin. Labor's
vigorous efforts in Pennsylvania delivered another key state to Gore.
Table 2 also indicates that unions were crucial to Gore's victories in
Minnesota, Oregon, Wisconsin, and Washington. In each state, Gore won
the union household -vote, but lost the non-union household vote. It is
also reasonable to assume that union voters wl"rp oVl"r-rl"prf'sf'ntf'd in

the electorate in each of these states.
Labor was clearly harmed by the Electoral College system because in
some states with a huge union turnout, Gore won by large margins. For
example, in New York, 39% of the electorate reported living in union
households. Gore won the union electorate by 65% to 30% and also captured the non-union electorate by a 57% to 39% margin. Union voters
helped Gore to his remarkable 1.7 million popular vote win in New York.
(Gore's 60% to 35% victory in New York was slightly better than Bush's
59% to 38% win in Texas). In New Jersey, 32% of the electorate resided in
30

union households and
these voters bv• a tv,iO to one margin.
u
The Democratic candidate also carried the non-union electorate by 8%.
Similar pattems occurred in California, Maryland: and minois where Gore
won both the union and non-union electorates. Core's very strong shmving in union states meant that he won by very large popular vote margins in these states. Gore's substantial margins of victory in these states
enabled him to win the popular vote nationally. Unfortunately for Gore,
and. fur labor uniuns in the United States, the candidate with the most
popular votes does not necessarily win the election.

The Regional Structure of the American Labor Movement
Labor's ability to assist Gore was further restricted by the geographical disparities in labor union density in the United States. Table 3 lists
the states won by Gore and Bush and the percentage of the work force in
each state that belonged to labor unions. Gore won only two states, Ver-

mont and New Mexico, where the union density percentage was significantly below the national average of 13.9%. Vermont is an unusual state
that elects Congress' only avowed democratic SOCialist, and has moved
leftward as a result of population influx (Barone and Cohen 2002). In
New Mexico, an electorate that was 32% Latino aids Democrats. In 2000,
Gore won 66% of this Latino vote as he eked out a 500 vote victory over
Bush in New Mexico. Gore also won the District of Columbia, which has
a union density of 13.1 %, but the huge black electorate in the nation's
capital aided him there.
Bush was able to win several states where the union percentage was
above the national

Bush won several high union density west-

ern states (Alaska, Nevada, and Montana), where issues such as land use
and gun control have alienated a majority of voters from the national
Democratic Party (Barone and Cohen 2002). Bush also won in some high
union density states such as Ohio, Indiana, and Missouri, which are perceived to be more culturally conservative than the Northeast and West
Coast states where Gore ran well.
Finally, Bush won West Virginia, one of the most Democratic states in
the country in recent presidential elections. Prior to 2000, West Virginia
had voted Democratic in eight of ten presidential elecbons, a record of
Democratic fealty exceeded only by Minnesota. Bush's win in vVest Virginia illustrates the difficulties unions have in maintaining a coalition

with environmentalists and liberal social issue groups in the Democratic
party. In West Virginia, the union vote was essentially a dead heat. Union
vut~rti were turn~d off by Gore's environmentalism, which they feared
would cost union mining jobs. West Virginia is also a morally conservative state wher~ there is strong opposition to gun control. Furthermore,
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Table 3

Gore and Bush States by Union Density
States Won
by Bush
Alaska
Nevada
Ohio
IndIana
Missouri

Union
Density
20.4
19.5
17.9
15.7
15.3

States Won
by Gore
New York
Hawaii
Michigan
Washington
New Jersey

Union
Density
25.3
23.2
21.5
20.7
20.5

Montana

15.3

Minl1esola

19.3

West Virginia
Kentucky
Alabama
New Hampshire
Kansas
Colorado
North Dakota
Idaho
Wyoming
Nebraska
Oklahoma
Louisiana
Tennessee
Arkansas
Georgia
Arizona
Virginia
Florida
Utah
Mississippi
Texas

15.2
11.6
11.0
10.6
9.7
9.4
9.3
9.2

Connecticut
Wisconsin
Illinois
Rhode Island
Pennsylvania
Maine
California
Massachusetts
Oregon
Maryland
Iowa
Delaware
District of Columbia
New Mexico
Vermont

18.2
18.1
18.0
17.4
17.4
17.1
16.6
16.2
15.2
15.0
13.8
13.8

South Dakota

South Carolina
North Carolina

1.).1

8.8
8.1
8.1
7..5
7.5
7.3
6.7
6.6
6.5
6.4
6.2
6.0
6.0
3.5
:1.2

13.2

9.9
9.7

.. National percentage of
union workers = 13.9%
**Gore states' average union
density = 17.1%
***Bush states' average union
density = 9.91%
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steel jobs in northern \-Vest Virginia were threatened b"y the free trade
policies of the Clinton administration. Given the demographies and political climate in V\Test Virginia in 2000, Bush was able to split the union
vote, carry the state, and in effect, win the presidency (Barone and Cohen
2002).
Bush mainly carried states where the union density was below the
national avcragc. Thc states Bush won had an Llvcrage union density of
9.9%. Average union membership in Bush states was about 60°,{) of the
average union density of 17.1 % in states won by Gore. If labor is to have
more influence in presidential politics, it will need to expand its membership in states where a disproportionate share of the workforce is unorganized. The significance of unions in state electoral outcomes in the
2000 presidential election is evident in Table 4.
Table 4
Union Density and Race in the 2000 Presidential Elections
Gore Popular Vote by State
Black Population

.336**
.106
.372

Latino Population

.188

.116
.194

.962***

Union Density

.180

.622
28.13~**

Constant

3.128

Adjusted R2

.384

The numbers in each variable column are the regression coefficient,
standard error and the standardized regression coefficient.
** si):Jnificant at .01 level

*** significant at .001 level
Table 4 is a regression that seeks to measure union influence on state
results in the 2000 presidential election. The dependent variable in the
regression was the percentage ot the popular vote received by AJ Gore in
each state. To control for racial differences in voting, which are very
significant in the United States, independent variables were included for
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the African-American and Latino percentages of each state's population.
The third independent variable was the percentage of the state's labor
force that belonged to a labor union.
The results of the regression presented in Table 4 indicate that union
density is an important predictor of a state's percentage voting for Gore.
While African-American population was positively corrdated with the
vote for Gore, it is a large union workforce lhal conlribuled IIlU::;t ::;jg-nifi-

cantly to a larger vote for Gore. When we control for the impact of race
in each state, union density was a strong positive predictor of support
for Gore in the 200U election.
The regression in Table 4 demonstrates the price that labor has paid
for being a highly regionalized factor in American politics. Based on the
2000 election, it is clear that an expanded union membership would benefit the Democratic Party. Table 4 also demonstrates that if labor wishes
to hp ;m pven stronger influence in presidential politics, it must expand
union density in at least some states where it has been weak.

Conclusion

In many senses, labor's massive voter mobilization strategy was a
success. It provided Al Gore with a popular vote victory in the nation.
Unions helped Gore win the crucial battleground states of Michigan and
Pennsylvania and were also essential to Gore's wins in 'Minnesota, Wisconsin, Washington, and Oregon.
Labor's turnout strategy was limited by several factors. First there is
a rather seVPTP 3PogrPlphicailimit to labor's ability to influence the re-

sults of presidential elections. Labor's influence is, for the most part,
concentrated in the Northeastern, upper Midwestern and Pacific coast
states of the country. In most of the so-called Dush red zone" of states in
1/

the South, Great Plains, and Rocky Mountain West, union density is well
below the national average. With the exception of California, all of the
states gaining House seats, and therefore electoral votes, as a result of
the 2000 census were carried by Bush in 2000. Unless they can expand
union membership in low density states, unions' electoral power will be
further circumscribed in future presidential elections .
. Union turnout strategy is further limited by the inability of labor to
convince a grestpT nllmber of union members and members of their

households to vote for union endorsed candidates. While it is true that
empirical research has indicated that union members are far more likely
to vote for Democrats than are other workers, unions must do a beller

job of convincing more unionized workers to vote for union endorsed
candidates. The Democratic margin over Republicans in union household voting actually declined in each of the three presidential elections
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between 1992 and 2000. If AFL-CIO political director Rosenthal is correct in his assertion that 75% of union members contacted by activists
using "The Plan" vote for the union endorsed candidate, then we must
conclude that a significant number of union workers are not being reached
hy union po1iiical activists Without revprsing thi.s trend, labor will have
even less opportunity to determine the outcome of presidential elections.
Union political power would be enhanced by electoral reforms that
are unlikely to occur. The Electoral College's "winner-take-all" tradition
weakens union political influence because in many states union turnout
efforts increase the margin by which the Democratic candidate wins the
state. This effect is compounded by the fact that many of the states in
which union organizing is easiest, such as California and New York, have
been among the strongest Democratic states in recent elections. In the
Electoral College, of course, the margin of victory in a state is irrelevant.
The abolition of the Electoral College and the implementation of a direct
popul<lr votl" ml"thoa to elect the president would end the wasted votes
that frustrate labor power. Given the lack of a movement for direct popular election following the controversial 2000 election, it seems highly
unlikely that the Electoral College will be altered or abolished.
If labor is to increase its political impact on elections it will have to
organize more workers into unions. Despite the call for increased organizing by AFL-CIO president John Sweeney, individual unions do most
organizing. While some unions have aggressively recruited new members, many others have committed few resources to organizing (Greenhouse 2001). Without some vigorous organizing success, labor's attempt
to expand its political influence will be limited. To increase its political
influence in pre~identi<ll plectinns, l",hor must also attempt to organize
workers in states that have relatively low union density. If 10% of Florida's
workers had been unionized in 2000, as opposed to 6.5%, Al Gore would
have won the 2000 presidential election.
Despite George W. Bush's narrow victory in the 2000 presidential election, low turnout elections present many opportunities to interest groups
that work to mobilize theIr members. It was the 50% increase in black
turnout in Florida that made the election so dose in that state and almost
certainly would have given Gore a victory there, and thus the presidency,
had every voter's preference been registered.
Presidential elections are only one aspect of the electoral universe in
the United States. Union efforts were critical in the Democrats attaining
a 50-50 split in the United States Senate in the 2000 election. Democrats
later gained a slim majority in the Senate when Vermont Republican James
Jeffords became an independent and cast his vote with the Democrats in
organizing the Senate. Table 5 demonstrates that in five Senate elections
in 2000, labor voters were crucial in Democratic victories.
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Table 5
Union Household Voting in Selected Senate Elections in 2000

Michigan
Minnesota
Missouri
New Jersey
Washington

Union
Household Voting
Democrat Republican
63
35

56
58

39
40

56
59

41
38

Non-Union
Household Voting
Democrat RI~publican
35
59
46
47

47

53

48
46

49
53

It is in the states where unions are already strong that the political
climate is most hospitable to organizing more workers into unions. Some
of the most notable union successes in recent decades have come in California (Myerson 2UU1). Even when they increase voter turnout in states
such as New York and California, labor has the ability to push politics in
a leftward direction and to elect pro-labor officials to a plethora of offices
including the United States Congress. A demobilized polity presents
special opportunities to those who can and will educate and mobilize
their members even when that interest group is in decline.
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The Impact of Rhetorical Situation on Realism
as Measured by the Lexical Content
of Governors' State-of-the-State Speeches
Daniel DiLeo
Pennsylvania State University at Altoona
This study uses Roderick Hart's method of measuring rhetorical realism,
1/

1/

defined as language that indicates concern "with tangible, immediate, recognizable matters that affect people IS everyday lives, in two sets of gubernatorial stateoj-the-state speeches. The party affiliation of the governor, economic growth
and the per capita income of the state, the level of extremism in public opinion
and the combination of divided government and the governor's lack of political
experience did not have a co1lsistent impact on the level of realism in the governors'speeches. However, the governors' speeches exhibited higher levels of realism in states with liberal public opinion. A variety of possible explanations for
this finding are proposed.
II

When governors present their agendas, they can express concerns that

are concrete or abstract, immediate or long-range, and close to the everyday experiences of their constituents or far from them. Roderick Hart
defines texts that employ language referring to "tangible, immediate,
recognizable matters that affect people's everyday lives" as texts that are
high in "realism" (1997,49). Knowing the levels of realism in governors'
speeches can suggest intellectually fertile questions about their goals,
intended audiences, and rhetorical strategies. For example, governors
whose agenda-setting speeches have high levels of realism could be attempting to communicate directly with the voters, rather than just the
legislators, by using everyday words to discuss widely shared concerns.
Governors exhibiting low levels of realism could be trying to educate the

voters or legislators about some relatively arcane topic or they could be
"true believers," highly committed to an ideological doctrine that they
share with their audience (Hart 1971, 253-254).
The complex of influences that shape the style and substance of a
speaker's rhetoric includes the audience capable of acting in the manner
that the speaker intends, the exigency or necessity to persuade the audience to act, and the constraints that foreclose some rhetorical options
while leaving others open (see Bitzer 1968). The purpose of this study is
to specify the types of rhetorical situations, as defined by complexes of
audiences, exigencies, and constraints that are most likely to induce governors to employ realistic rhetoric when they propose their agendas.
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Data
In most states, governors present their formal agendas in a speech
before the legislature at the start of the session in a highly ceremonial
setting generally called a "state-of-the-state address." Because these
speeches are records of the governors' agendas, studies have made use
of them to estimate the impact of audiences (Van Assendelft 1997,
Ferguson 1996), exigencies (Gosling 1991), and constraints (DiLeo 1997)
on the substance of governors' agendas.
It is reasonable to assume that to a considerable extent the content
and style of gubernatorial rhetoric will depend on the personal concerns,
choices of speechwriters, and idiosyncrasies of particular governors. If
we look at a set of speeches delivered in a single year, it is very possible
that rhetorical variation associated with theoretically interesting macrolevel variables such as party, political culture, public attitudes, or socioeconomic characteristics of states is really coincidental to variation among
individual governors. However, if we find that rhetorical variation associated with one or more of these large-bore variables is replicated in a set
of speeches given in a different year by an entirely different set of governors, then we can be much more confident that we have found identifiable and quantifiable features of the rhetorical situation that shape the
style and substance of the state-of-the-state speeches. Therefore, this study
analyzes two sets of speeches: a set delivered in 1998 and a set delivered
by an entirely different group of governors in 1991.
Budget speeches provided the agendas of the governors of Connecticut, Maine, Nebraska, and Vermont in 1991. The budget speech that
Governor Miller of Georgia gave in 1998 was examined because he used
that speech rather than his state-of-the-state speech to present his agenda
that year.
Methods
The content-analysis program, Diction uses several lists of words (" dictionaries") and a measure of word length to profile a text's "lexical content," that is, the types of words that the author tends to use. Diction
calculates a score for "realism" for SOO-word segments of text by adding
L

occurrences of words belonging to dictionaries that indicate concern with

practical, everyday, immediate concern and accounting for the complexity and variety of the words in each text segment (Hart 1997, 49). The
AppendiX provides a more detailed explanation of Diction's measurement of "realism."
Each of the speeches in the data set was composed of more than two
SOO-word segments of text. A realism score was calculated for each speech
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by computing the mean of the realism scores for the segments of the
speech. None of the speeches contained d number of words that was
evenly divisible by 500. Therefore, in computing the l1lean realism score
for each speech, the remainder segment at the ena of the speech received
a weight proportional to its length.
After obtaining realism scores for the speeches in the data set, a pair

of 500-word passages of lexl from speeches delivered in 1998 was dosely

examined. One was the passage with the highest realism score from the
speech with the highest realism score that year. The other was the passage with the lowest realism score from the speech with the lowest rea 1ism score in 1998. Inspection of these passages provided a sense of what
Diction's realism score is measuring.
Next, the levels of realism in the state-of-the-state speeches were accounted for by examining features of the rhetorical situations that surrounded the speeches and stimulated the governors to propose certain

agenda items in certain ways. The primary audiences for the speeches
were the state legislatures, which mayor may not have been of the same
party as the governor. Research on the impact of divided government
on gubernatorial agendas as presented in state-of-the state speeches indicates that governors without prior experience in elective office tend to
become less willmg to compromIse with legIslatures and more interested
in appealing directly to the public when one or both houses of the legislature is controlled by the opposing party (Van Assendelft 1997). When
this occurs, governors may move away from discussions of specialized
technical issues and governmental processes and toward a more realistic
discourse rooted in the day-to-day experiences of the voters. In order to
account for this type of situation, a dummy variable was used, scored
one when the governor had not held prior elective office and faced a
legislature with one or both houses controlled by the opposing party.
The religious traditions of the groups that have settled in each of the
states have given rise to distinctive patterns of orientation to political action, or political culture, that influence the expectations and behavior of
governors, legislators, and other political actors (Elazar 1994, 230-234).
Realism should be highest in states with individualistic political cultures,
where politics revolve around an open competition for particularized
material benefits rather than for the abstract ideals that animate the moralistic political culture or the values that undergird the hierarchical social
order of the traditionalistic political culture. Political culture was
operationalized with dummy variables with scores of one for states that
are predominantly moralistic and traditionalistic according to Elazar's map.

The voters are also part of the intended audience. They may be more
liberal or more conservative than the voters in other states. The EriksonWright-McIver rned~ure of publiL upinioll Wd::; u::;ed to indlcale lhe
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public's liberalism (1993, 16). It is difficult to predict how public attitudes may affect the degree of realism that the govem.OI exhibits, but in
light of the profound effect that they have on the views and behavior of
political elites (Erikson, Wright, and Mclver 1993, 78-89), they could well
have an impact on gubernatorial realism. It is more logical to expect the
extremism of a state's electorate to affect gubernatorial realism. A public
extremism variable was computed from the squared deviation of the difference between the liberalism of a state's electorate and the mean public
liberalism of the states in each data set. Governors of states with large
scores on this variable should be less realistic than other governors.

To a considerable extent, economic contraction and expansion define
the exigencies that confront governors when they propose their agendas
(Deyle 1992, GOSIDl.g 1991). Change in each slate's lotal personal income

during the year preceding the speech was used to measure economic growth
(U.S. Department of Commerce 1998, 459; 1992, 438; 1991, 441). The wealth
or poverty of a state compared to that of other states also presents governors with a variety of needs to which they may choose to respond. State
per capita income in the year preceding the speech served as a measure for
this variable (U.S. Department of Commerce 1998, 460; 1992,439).
Party affiliation of political elites is a good predictor of their political
views and the policies they support (Erikson et al. 1993, 96-105). It could
be that during the 1990s, governors of one party were more realistic than
governors of the other party. Therefore, a dummy variable scored 1 for
Democrats and 0 for Independents and Republicans was included.
Findings
Governor George Pataki, Republican of New York, gave the speech
with the 500-word segments that had the highest mean realism score in
the 1998 data set. The follOWing segment had the highest realism score
of the fourteen segments in Governor Pataki's speech. Its high score was
primarily due to the very high frequencies of words belonging to the
"temporal" dictionary, which indicates concern with time, and the "concreteness" dictionary, which indicates a preference for discussing specific objects, people, and actions rather than abstract, general ideas. The
words belonging to the temporal dictionary are in italics. The words
bel,9nging to the concreteness dictionary are underlined .
... New Yorkers that smaller, smarter government. And in doing
so, we have given them that tax cut.
The vast majority of New Yorkers pay state income taxes at rates
alleasl25% luwer to/lay thalL they diLl ill 1994. Aud ye:s, 450,000
lower income, working New Yorkers now pay no state income
taxes at all.
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But we didn't just cut income taxes. We cut taxes that most New
Yorkers had never even heard of - consumer taxes that weren't
even cal1ed taxes, and today even subway and bus fares are going down for the first time in state history.
We've cut so many different taxes - in so many different ways

-so many times - it would take me 10 minutes just to read you
the list.
Before we arrived here three years ago, New York led the nation
in raising taxes. Every year since then, New York has led the
nation in cutting taxes.
In 1996, we cut taxes by more than the other 49 states combined.
And in 1997, we cut taxes by five times more than Illinois, Texas,
and California combined.
By culling laxes, we have taken a giant step in returning eco-

nomic power to the people.
But we didn't just cut taxes; we cut spending, by creating that
smaller, smarter government. Because of our fiscal restraint, we
ended our first two years with historic budget surpluses. And
this ycar-- through our fiscal conservatism and strong economic

policies - we will end the year with a surplus even larger than
last year's $1.4 billion surplus.
So let's cut taxes above and beyond the $500 million I've already
signed into law for this year. In the budget I send you in two
weeks, I will propose more than doubling this year's tax cuts to
$1.2 billion.
Last year we knew it was time to build on the tax cuts of the first
two years. From this podium, I told you that it was time to cut
taxes again. Different taxes. Oppressive taxes. Prop~ taxes.
For the first time in State history, we have a law - not an id~a, not
a plan, not a suggestion, but a law - that will cut school property taxes for every homeowner in every community of New
York State.
Under this law,

taxp~yers

in New York will begin to see their

property taxes drop by an average of 27%.

That's a big tax cut, and our people deserve it.
But knowing, as we do, that school property taxes hurt the elderly especially hard, we wrote the law so our seniors would get
an even bigger tax cut phased in over four years.
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It's a great law. I want to thank you for passing it. I also want
you to change it.
This year, I will propose amending the law so our seniors get the
entire
cut this year.
Which means that by the end of this year, the average senior QJ!;~
in New York will get a school property tax cut of AT LEAST 45%.
This passage has a very high realism score, 2.4 standard deviations
mean fur 20,000 segmenls of political texts in Diction's data
bank. The passage deals with the practical, immediate consequences of
taxes and tax cuts, and the governor's very concrete plan for reducing
tax burdens on particular people. There is very little reference to abstract concepts or technical topics. There is nothing in this passage that
is beyond the immediate experience of a relatively disengaged voter.
The speech with the segments having the lowest realism score in the
1998 data set was delivered by Governor Fob James, Republican of Alaabuv~ th~

bama. The following segment of the speech had the lowest realism score
of the six text segments in the speech. It was 1.99 standard deviations

below the mean for the 20,000 segments of political texts in Diction's data
bank. The principal rea:SUll for lhis segmenl's low realism score is the

length of the words that comprise it. Diction uses the average word length
in a segment of a text as a measure of "complexity." The average word in
this passage was 5.17 letters long, 1.85 standard deviations more than
the length of the average word in the segments in Diction's data bank.
All words of eight letters or more are underlined .
... business, health, and labor will be established to ensure wise
use of funds.
Secondly, because £!gri-business is a cornerstone of our economy
and industries such as Charoen Pokphand, a new poultry proce:s:sing .!:!peraliun elnploying 1,500 people in Barbour and sur-

rounding counties, need research support, I propose $52 million
to provide animal and poultry diagnostic laboratories, agricultural and forestry research, and instructional and research facilities for veterinary medicine.
Thinlly, $10 million La provide adequate facilities for ~Y9~;m,

training, and research in the forensic sciences, a major component in solving criminal cases.
Finally, $300 million to provide capital improvements for public
institutions of higher education.
Education is more than an ideaL Thomas Iefferson wrote, "The
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ultimate result of the whole scheme of education would be the
teaching of all children of the state reading, writing, and common arithmetic." Together, as parents, grandparents, educators
and lawmakers, let us now take the necessary steps to make
Alabama's public education system second to none.
Iefferson also founded the University of Virginia and said it would
be "based on the unlimited freedom of the human mind, to explore and to expose every subject susceptible of jts contempla-

tion." We would do well to adopt his vision for our very own.
sprIn my General Fund proposaL I again
vices. Last year as part of our Children's Initiative, I requested
an additional $5 million for Foster Family Enhancements, but
you E!Ppropriated only $1 million. I again ask you to support a
$5 million E!ppropriation for foster children.

I propose a $10 million .appropriation to fund the Children's
Program to provide coverag~ for an estimated
Health
50,000 children, and an $8 million increase to Youth Services for
S!4@1Q1:!:ill private placements. In total, I am requesting over 30

million new dollars for children's initiatives.
We have increased the ranks of Public Safety by over 200 troopers.
We have increased our prison capacity by over 3,000 inmates to
ensure no criminal who should be locked up will be set free.
For three years we have run state government and increased
funding for children, for prisons, for law enforcement, and for
Medicaid

but with no new taxes and very little growth in

General Fund revenue. We did this primarily with a freeze on
hiring that through attrition reduced the number of state employees from 39,000 in December of 1994 to 35,000 in December
of 1997, reducing payroll costs by £!pproximately $100 million.
Cabinet members and state employees have worked hard to cut

expenses in purchasing, contracting, communications, and travel
and I thank them for making state government more rlf@lli,
and for saving the taxpE!yer millions of dollars. (Mr. Main - Mr.
Baker- Cabinet)
T proposp ;:m 8°/., prly TrllSP for stMe employees funded from sav-

ings created by two early retirement plans. Therefore, the pay
raise and early
~slation should be tied together.
I have said before and I say again, honest government begins with
honest elections. You passed our absentee ballot law last year,
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In this segment, the governor is providing a fairly detailed discussion
of his policy agenda. It mentions specific programs, such as Foster Family Enhancements, that may be of great interest to certain legislators and

a small number of citizens but are of very low general salience. A few of
the long words in this segment, such as "susceptible" are highly abstract,
and might be used by governors who wished to place their agendas in

an ideological context.
Table 1 presents the realism scores for the 41 speeches in the 1998 data
set. A quick inspection of this table suggests that there are two distinct
types of rhetoric coming from Republican governors. Republicans from
the Northeast had the four highest realism scores. Republicans from the
South and West had the five lowest realism scores.
Table 1
Realism Scores, 1998 Speeches
State

Governor, Party

New York

Pataki, R

53.6

Rhode Island

Almond, R

53.5

New Jersey

Whitman, R

53.1

Pennsylvania

Ridge, R

52.7

New Hampshire

Shaheen, D

52.5

Massachusetts

Cellucci,R

52.4

Florida

Chiles, D

52.2

South Carolina

Beasley, R

52.0

Minnesota

Carlson, R

52.0

Washington

Lowry, D

51.8

Colorado

Roemer, D

51.6

New Mexico

Johnson, R

51.6

Vermont

Dean, D

51.5

WiscunsiIl

TholllPSOll, R

51.5

West Virgnina

Underwood, R

51.5

Mississippi

Fordice, R

51.5

Georgia

Miller, D

51.5

Missouri

Carnahan, D

51.5
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Realism Score

Table 1- Continued
State

Governor, Party

Realism Score

Oregon

Kitzhaber, D

51.5

Utah

Leavitt, R

51.4

Indiana

O'Bannon, D

51.4

Virginia

Gilmore, R

51.3

South Dakota

Janklow, R

51.3

Kentucky

Patton,D

51.2

Connecticut

Rowland, R

51.2

Maine

King, I

51.1

Iowa

Branstad, R

51.0

Delaware

Carper, D

50.7

Hawaii

Cayetano, D

50.6

Illinois

Edgar, R

50.5

Michigan

Engler, R

50.1

Tennessee

Sundquist, R

49.9

Oklahoma

Keating, R

49.7

California

Wilson,R

49.7

North Dakota

Schafer, R

49.6

Alaska

Knowles, D

49.5

Ohio

Voinovich, R

49.5

Maryland

Glendening, D

49.4

Kansas

Graves, R

48.5

Arizona

Hull, R

48.5

Wyoming

Geringer, R

47.7

Idaho

Batt,R

47.7

Alabama

James, R

47.5

Table 2 presents the realism scores for the speeches in the 1991 data
set. Except for Governor Symington, Republican of Arizona, the five
most realistic as well as the four least realistic governors were Democrats. There was no clear regional pattern.
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Table 2
Realism Scores, 1991 Speeches
State
Arizona
Washington
Arkansas
Kentucky
West Virginia
New York
Alaska
Oregon
Maryland
Pennsylvania
Mississippi
Texas
New Mexico
lennessee
South Carolina
Rhode Island
Oklahoma
Connecticut
Maine
South Dakota
Hawaii
Delaware

Governor, Party
Symington, R
Gardner, D
Clinton, D
Wilkinson, D
Caperton, D
Cuomo, D
Hickel, I
Roberts, D
Schaefer, D
Casey, D
Mabus, D
Richards, D
King, D
McWherter, LJ
Campbell, R
Sundlum, D
Walters, D
Weicker, I
McKernan, R
Mickelson, R
Waihee, D
Castle, R

AlahtJma

Hunt, R

49.6

Utah
Indiana
New Hampshire
Kansas
North Carolina
Missouri
Virginia
Vermont
North Dakota
Wyoming

Bangerter, R
Bayh,D
Gregg, R
Finney, D
Martin, R
Ashcroft, R
Wilder, D
Dean, D
Sinner, D
Sullivan, D

49.5
49.3
49.2
49.2
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Realism Score
54.4
5J.7

53.6
53.0
52.9
52.7
52.2
51.6
51.1
51.0
51.0
51.0
50.9
5U.~

50.5
50.4
50.3
50.1
50.0
50.0
49.9

49.8

48.8

48.7
48.0
47.5
47.4
47.3

Table 3 presents the estimate of OLS regression equations for the 1991
and 1998 data sets. The negative findings are worth noting. Realism is
not systematically related to political party, economic growth, per capita
income, public extremism, or the interaction of gubernatorial political
inexperience and divided government. Contrary to expectations, governors of states with individualistic political cultures used rhetoric that
had consistently (although not always Significantly) less realism than that
of governors of moralistic and traditionalistic states.
Table 3
Predicting Realism in 1991 and 1998 State-of-the-State
Speeches from Situational Variables (beta weights)

1991

1998

Change in total state personal income,
previous year
.107

-.122

Variable

Democratic governor

-.103

.220

Per capita income, previous year

-.319

.231

Traditionalistic political culture

.635**

.168

Moralistic political culture

.127

.087

Public's liberalism

.853**

Public's extremism

.228

.124

Governors without political
inexperience, divided government

.053

.271

.482, .294

.337, .171

2.56; 8, 22; .038

2.03; 8, 32; .074

W, adj R2
F; df; p

.419*

p < .10, ** P < .05, *** P < .001
Only one explanatory variable had a large and statistically significant
effect in both data sets: public liberalism. The more liberal the public of

a governor's state is, the more realistic the governor's rhetoric is. Unlike
traditionalistic political culture, which had a statistically significant effeet in 1991 but not in 1998, the effect of public liberdlism held (or lwo

entirely different sets of governors.
There are several possible explanations for this finding. It could be
that governors of liberal states are more interested in mobilizing voters
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with low levels of education than are governors of conservative states.
On the other hand, it could be that the public's conservatism is the active
influence. Perhaps conservative public attitudes influence gubernatorial rhetoric by making it less concerned with "tangible, immediate, everyday matters that affect people's everyday lives." The public in conservative states could be holding out against what Francis Fukuyama
(1992) calls "the end of history," which replaces the complex, abstract
political discourse of ideological struggles with the practical political
discourse of tax cuts, jobs, and day care. Another possibility is that conservative governors of conservative states are discussing policy issues at
a fairly technical level in the public setting of a state-of-the-state speech
in order to wrest control of poHcymaking away from specialists who com-

prise state agencies. Conservative governors may perceive these individuals to be generally opposed to their agendas.
A more detailed assessment of the messages conveyed when gubernatorial realism is high along with a deeper probing of the content of
conservative attitudes and the paths through which they influence elite
rheturil: wuuld help

u~

tu wlden,taml the links at work between rheturi-

cal situations and the rhetorical/ political strategies that governors adopt
in response to them.
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Appendix
Computation of Realism Scores by Diction
The following is a summary of the explanation provided in the user's manual
for Diction, entitled Diction 4.0: The Text Analysis Program by Roderick P. Hart,
1997. The full explanation appears on pages 49-50.
Realism is defined as the used of words indicating concern with tangible,
immediate, recognizable matters that affect the everyday lives of most people.
The score is calculated by summing z-scores of frequencies of words belonging
to six different lists of words, or dictionaries, then subtracting the normalized
frequency of words belonging to an eighth dictionary and subtracting a normalized statistic based on the average length of the words in a text segment.
The scores that Diction sums up in calculating realism belong to the following
six dictionaries:
1. Familiarity: a list of very common words, including prepositions such as in
2. Spatial Awareness: words referring to location, specific places, types of places,
distances. Some examples are abroad, over, Ceylon, county, east, latttude, map,

kilometer, migrated.
3.
4.

5.
6.

Temporal Awareness: words that can place an event in time or related to the
significance of time in some way, such as century, mid-morning, postpone.
Present Concern: composed from a list of present-tense verbs that relate to
physical activity (cough, taste), social operations (touch, govern), and task performance (make, cook).
Human Interest: includes personal pronouns, family members, generic terms
for people, such as friend, baby.
Concreteness; a very large dictionary, referring to tangible ubjel:t::; ur persons, such as peasants, African-Americans, carpenter, congressman, courthouse,

store, television, wages, bicycle, eyes, insects, grain, oil, silk.
Diction then subtracts a number that is a function of the average number of
letters in the words in the text segment and a number based on the frequency of
words belonging to a dictionary called "Past Concern." This dictionary consists
of the past tense forms of the verbs belonging to the Present Concern dictionary.
Diction places this composite of z-scores for each text segment on scale with a
mean of 50 and a specified standard deviation that it computes from the realism
scores of over 20,000 text segments from "political speeches, press conferences,
patriotic ceremonies, diplomatic engagement1;," iimi uthl:!I public affdir::; lexLs
(Hart 1997, 23).
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Would You Vote For Colin Powell?

White Support for a Not Quite Colorless Black Candidate*
April Gresham
Villanova, PA
Robert Maranto

Villanova University

Sigelman et al (1995), Williams (1990), and Sonenshein (1990) find that
whites stereotype African-American candidates as less competent and more liberal than white candidates. Yet increasing numbers of African-Americans win
election in white constituencies. We used a natural experiment, the media boom
• for a Colin Powell presidential bid in 1994, to test the degree to which various
race-related attitudes affected Powell support among white voters. We condueled a phone 5urvey of 350 while,Perm::;yluaniu resitlentt; from June to No-

vember 1994. Powell had as much support as any Republican. Powell support
was unrelated to conservatism, party, and affirmative action. For Democrats,
Powell support was related to attitudes toward NAFTA and immigration. For
Republicans, Powell support was related to authoritarianism and populism. We
conclude with speculation about future directions for research.
Introduction and Hypotheses

Schuman, Steeh, and Bobo (1988 73-81) and Thernstrom and
Thernstrom (1997) report that the percentage of whites willing to vote
for an African-American presidential candidate rose sharply from the
late 1950s to the early 1970s, and slowly thereafter. By the early 1980s,

more than 80% of whites expressed willingness to vote for a black presidential candidate. Further, some African-Americans have won election
to overwhelmingly white constituencies. These include former Senator
Carol Moseley Braun (D, IL), former Virginia Governor L. Douglas Wilder,
former U.S. Representative Alan Wheat (D, Ma, who lost a 1994 Senate
race), former U.S. House member Gary Franks (R, CT) and current U.S.
Representative J.e. Watts (R, OK)(Barone and Ujifusa 1993).
Yet black candidates in white constituencies still face obstacles. Voters use personal information about candidates, including ethnicity, to
make presumptions about political views (Popkin 1992, 63-64, 77-79).
As Williams (1990) finds, national surveys show that whites assume black
candidates to have certain generic racial attributes, among them liberal... We wish to thank Lafayette College and Villanova University for material support of this pwject, Paul Snidennan fur hdping U~::;igll mca:surement :strategies,

and Tali Mendelberg and several anonymous reviewers for their comments. The
usual caveats apply.
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ism and relative incompetence in office. Using experimental manipulations of the race and ideology of hypothetical candidates, Sigelman et al
(1995) show that whites assume even conservative African-American
candidates to be less competent and more sympathetic to disadvantaged
groups than comparable white candidates. Successful African-American politicians in white constituencies have overcome stereotypes in part
by empha~izing conservative stands or social characteristics. For example,
former Los Angeles Mayor Tom Bradley stressed his background as a
policeman in early races and his business support in later ones
(Sonenshein 1990). Similarly, former Massachusetts Senator Edward

Brooke and Virginia Governor L. Douglas Wilder emphasized their tough
stands against crime. Wilder also stressed his southern style and status
as a military veteran (Sonenshein 1990,1993).
A natural replication of such research was made possible by the 199495 media boom about a hypothetical presidential bid by former Joint
Chiefs of Staff Chairman Colin Powell, the first ~frican-American (technically Caribbean American) to hold the post. Though he did not declare his Republican affiliation until October 1995 and had contributed
campaign money to Democrats and Republicans alike, Powell's military
career flourished under Republican preSidents, and he was widely assumed to be Republican. Powell's military career appealed more to Re-

publicans than to Democrats, as did his frequent talk on religious issues
and the need for strong families. Powell was popular among white religious conservatives, as shown by the Powell biographies frequently featured at religiOUS bookstores (Interview 1; Woodward 1991).
Powell was a particularly interesting candidate to examine since previous black presidential candidates Gesse Jackson, Shirley Chisholm) were
liberals, while Powell was thought to be moderate or conservative.
In 1994-1995 draft Powell organizations formed, one led by historian
and Eisenhower biographer Stephen Ambrose. As Ambrose said, "when
people look at him [Powell], it makes you proud to be an
American ... because, like Ike, he makes you believe in the American
dream" (Elliason 1995). A Times-Mirror survey conducted in August 1994
showed a Republican Powell beating Clinton by 51 to 41 %. The survey
also found a 74% Powell approval rating and 8% disapproval. Powell
himself encouraged presidential speculation, stating, liThe Chairman of
the JCS is the best job in the world, except for maybe one or two others,"l
Notably, Powell's perceived success in Operation Desert Storm and the
status of the military might well inoculate him against racial stereotypes
of incompetence (Elliason, All Things Considered," March 31, 1995;
Interview 1; Raum 1994). Similarly, African-American Republicans in
general, and former generals in particular, might be immune from stereotypes that they are liberal. We thus propose to test:
II
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HI: A Powell presidential candiitacy could
whites.

gaill considerable support

among

This is not to say that a Powell candidacy would be race neutral. \Ve will
explore the possible impact of three different types of racism on voting
for Powell: modern or symbolic racism, also referred to as encoded racism; blatant authoritari~n racism; and populist racism based in realistic
group conflict.
Modern racism researchers contend that many whites pretend color-

blindness while embracing policies that harm African-Americans; thus
much of what passes for conservatism is in fact disguised, or "modern"
racism (McConahay 1986; Sears 1988). Hagen (1995) and Bloom (1995)
investigate "encoded racism" or "explainable racism/' racism expressed
by code phrases such as opposition to welfare and concern about crime.
Their preliminary findings indicate that educated voters in particular
express such subtle views and vote prejudicially.
One way to explore this type of racism is by examining the relationship between views of Powell's candidacy and affirmative action. Affirmative action could be seen as a racial issue--one of coded or explainable racism (Bloom 1995). If so, support for Powell might be inversely
related to affirmative action opposition. On the other hand, Powell had
not as of 19941inked himself with affirmative action and seemed conservativ@ on nthpr iSSllPs. Thw;,

WI"

propnse:

H2: Views of affirmative action will not be related to white support for a Powell

candidacy.
A second type of racism is noted by Sniderman and Piazza (1993),
who find that many whites still admit blatantly racist views. They also
find that such racism is not strongly related to ideological conservatism
but rather to a long-standing personality correlate of prejudiceauthoritarianism (Allport 1954). Notably, this minority of white Americans holds authoritarian views on such issues as maintaining respect for
America's power, strengthening law and order, making sure all people
acquire similar values and ideals, and teaching children respect for authority. Authoritarians are not conservatives. They endorse conventional
conservative political views only on law and order issues, and unlike
other conservatives they negatively stereotype Jews (a group that
stereotypically embodies the Protestant Work Ethic) as well as AfricanAmericans. In short, authoritarian opinion denigrates all other races
(Sniderman and Piazza 1993, 55, ch. 2, 3; Uslaner 2002). Thus, we predict:
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H3: Powell support will be inversely related to authoritarianism.
A third type of prejudice is realistic group conflict. According to realistic
group conflict theory, a stagnant or unstable economy is associated with heightened intergroup tensions as groups compete for scarce resources (Bobo 1988;
Hofstadter 1964; Fritzsche 1990; Uslaner 2002). Immigrants are prime targets of
prejudice since they represent competitor groups. According to this theory, voters see wealth as finite. Thus, Americans compete with non-citizens (immigrants) for jobs in America, and American workers compete with workers in
other countries (such as Mexico) in the world market. Such competition is ass0ciated with prejudice against members of the competing group(s).
Two political issues at the time of the survey lent themselves to investigating realistic group conflict based prejudice: NAFTA and immigration. These issues highlight a fault line among Republicans. "Optimist"
conservatives such as Jack Kemp argue that free trade and immigration

help all Americans; they thus support both NAFTA and immigration. In
contrast, "Nationalist" conservatives such as, Pat Buchanan see economic
growth as a zero-sum enterprise: immigration and NAPTA take away

American" jobs. More important, immigration could destroy America's
European based culture, and increase crime and disorder. As Buchanan,
who other conservatives accuse of racism and anti-Semitism, asks,
I/[w]hose country is it, anyway?" (Frum 1994; Lind 1993; Buckley 1992).
(On the relationship between optimism and tolerance, see Uslaner 2002.)
The contrast between Nationalists and Optimists was especially pronounced in comparisons of the Kemp and Buchanan 1996 presidential
campaigns. Kemp's standard stump speech urged the GOP to be the
party of Lincoln, a Biblical good shepherd for every sheep. He noted
that unemployment in American ghettoes was so high as to justify not
only riots, but also "the French Revolution, the Russian Revolution" (CSPAN 1992). He saw capitalism as so good that the poor needed to be
part of it. He typically urged his (usually all white) audiences to remember that blacks had the same aspirations for their children. Once, when a
hand-shaker urged Kemp to consider Bob Dole for Vice-President, he
answered "How about Colin Powell?" (C-SPAN 1992). Republican activists in Virginia in the months after the 1992 election distributed KempPowell buttons (C-SPAN 1992; Interview 1). Kemp campaigned against
the anti-illegal immigrant Proposition 187 in California and dropped out
of the GOP presidential race after it passed. In sharp contrast, Pat
Buchanan's 1995 announcement for president denounced moral decay,
II

the crimes of illegal aliens, and the greed of such (Jewish named) compa-

nies as Goldman-Sachs that gave executives huge bonuses while laying
off 2,000 clerks (C-SPAN 1995). Accordingly, we predict that:
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H4: Support for NAFTA and immigration will be directly related to support jar
Powell.

Optimists and Nationalists can be likened to the libertarian and populist currents in mass ideology described by Maddox and Lilie (1984). Like
Optimists, libertarians favor less government regulation in both the economic and social-cultural spheres of life. Libertarians also tend to be
younger, better educated, and relatively optimistic. In contrast populists are pessimistic about human nature and want a strong government,
both to control business and social morality and to protect the working
class. Populists are older, poorer, less educated, more skeptical about
programs aiding African-Americans, and less trusting generally (Maddox
and Lilie 1984; Uslaner 2002).

.

Maddox and Lilie suggest that as of 1982, populists and libertarians
could be found in substantial numbers in each party, unlike liberals and
conselvatives. Suggesthl.g thal populist-nationalist Dem.ocrats are Inore

likely to believe in social control,. to stereotype others, and to hold relatively authoritarian views may explain the surprising findings of Sniderman
et al (1993) that stereotypes about African-Americans were strongly related to welfare policy views for economic liberals, but not for economic
conservatives. While conservatives oppose assistance for anyone, high stereotyping liberals oppose assistance targeted to blacks. Perhaps these supposed "liberals" are in fact the populist-nationalists discussed above: economically liberal but socially conservative or even authoritarian. Thus:

H5: Support for Powell will be inversely related to populism.
Procedure

Sniderman and Piazza's findings are based on California and Kentucky surveys focusing on racial issues. We have partly replicated
Sniderman and Piazza's measures of racial stereotyping and authoritarian values using two surveys. Our Racism survey focuses on racial stereotyping and affirmative action, though it also includes a few general
questions about political attitudes. Our Politics survey uses an embedded design in which a few race-oriented questions are embedded within
a broader survey of political attitudes. The following analyses use questions from the Politics survey, except tests of HI (Tables 2-3), which pool
the data sets. 2
We conducted a phone survey of Pennsylvania's 15th U.S. House district (the Lehigh Valley and surrounding area) from June 15 to November 30, 1994. Respondents were normally called three times before being
counted as refusals or four times before being categorized as unreachable. The household and household member to be interviewed were
selected randomly (Lavrakos 1992). Of the 753 households contacted, 55
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were unable to participate due to inability to speak English or poor hearing. Three hundred and seventy of the remaining 698 potential subjects

completed the survey, for a 53% completion rate. Of the 370 individuals
surveyed, 350 (94%) are included in the analyses that follow. 3 Of the
350, 187 completed the Politics survey and 163 completed the Racism
survey. As Table 1 shows, sample demographics resembled those for the
15th District as a whole as reported from Barone and Ujifusa (1993,1113).
Table 1
Comparing lhe Sample with the 15th U.S. House District

Attributes

Sample

15th District

Median Household Income

$30-45,000

$33,049

Percent White

94

92

Percent Over Age 64

16

15

Percent W / College Degree

36

37

Percent, Who, in 1992,
Voted for Clinton-Bush-Perot

41-43-16

41-37-22

Forty percent of survey respondents report being Democrats and 38%
call themselves Republican. Official registration figures for the district

show Democrats with 56% of the two party registration total, though
registered independents tend to think of themselves as Republicans. This
is particularly true of the many recent immigrants from New Jersey, an

open primary state. Many of the newcomers came to escape high taxes,
high housing costs, and crime. In addition, as explained below, Lehigh
Valley Democrats increasingly vote Republican (Interview 2).
The Lehigh Valley is an interesting area in which to study the intersection of race, class, and politics. The area is overwhelmingly white but
ethnically diverse. It was originally settled by British and German immigrants whose descendants still make up more than half the population. In the late 19th and early 20th centuries came waves of Irish, Italian, . and Eastern European immigrants. Survey respondents are 36%
Catholic, 55% Protestant, and 1% Jewish. Immigrants worked in such
large manufacturing industries as Bethlehem Steel, Dixie Cup, and Mack
Trucks. These heavy industries hit hard times in the study period, making NAFTA a significant political issue. Despite economic change, joblessness was near the national average, with new industries moving in
from New York and New Jersey. In addition, many factory workers (or
their children) moved down Interstates 78 and 81 to the Sun Belt. Still,
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the Valley remained heavily blue collar and 25% rural, with politically
significant unions, gun and sportsmen's groups, und ethnic clubs. The

district had 78,000 veterans, and military issues often figured in local
politics. Then US. Representative Paul McHale, a Democrat, upset Republican incumbent Don Ritter in 1992 in part by emphasizing his military record. In its heavy industry days the district elected Democratic
US. House members from 1932 to 1978, when Ritter upset a longtime
incumbent. Later congressional races were closely contested. The district was Democratic in state and local elections through the 1970s, but
since then it has trended Republican because of Cold War issues, economic changes, and migration from New Jersey. While Hubert Humphrey
beat Richard Nixon by a 50% to 46% margin in 1968, George McGovern
could manage only 40% in 1972. Jimmy Carter won the district with 52%
in 1976, but Ronald Reagan beat Carter by 50% to 39% in 1980. George

Bush won 55% in 1988, but in a bad local economy in 1992 he lost to
Clinton 41 % to 37%, with Perot winning 22%.4 At the same time, from
1982 to 1994 the GOP narrowed 'the two party registration edge from
63% to 37% to 56% to 44%. Many of the 15th's Democrats are considered
"God and country" or "Reagan Democrats" who vote Republican
nationally on cultural and defense issues but have ethnic and economic
links to the Democratic party and tend Democratic for local offices. Although Democrats are a plurality in our survey, 51 % of respondents consider themselves conservative-35% liberal. Indeed, the presence of so
many Reagan Democrats led the Clinton campaign to conduct focus

groups in Allentown before the 1992 Democratic convention. 5 Despite
the local losses for Bush and U.S. Representative Ritter in 1992, the GOP
continued its gains in the area. In 1986 Democrats held 14 of the Lehigh
Valley's 15 state house seats, and all three major city mayor's offices
(Allentown, Bethlehem, Easton). As of 1994, GOP mayors ran the three
cities and Republicans held 12 of 15 house seats (Barone and Ujifusa,
1975, 1981, 1983, 1989, 1993; Interview 2).
While economic and national issues seemingly dominated area voting
behavior, race also may have had an impact. Overwhelmingly white, the
Lehigh Valley has grown more diverse. Hispanics, African-Americans,
and A~ian Americans made up 8% of the population in the study period,

and they were even more in the three major cities. Downtown Allentown
and Easton were widely perceived as unsafe because of ethnic minorities.
'!he dominant local newspaper gave substantial coverage (often including photos) to crimes committed by ethnic minorities and to moves to
make Allentown an "English only" city (Lehigh Valley Morning Call 1995).
In addition, most Valley residents watch New York and Philadelphia television. Further, as Kinder and Mendelberg (1995) find, racial isolation
actl1ally f'nhancf's the impact of prejudice on white opinion. Similarly;
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DiolU1e (1991, 88) recalls Nixon campaign speeches denouncing urban
crime and welfare dependency in such places as New Hampshire. An
area need not have "urban" problems to see minorities as a threat. Indeed such appeals work best in white rural areas long fearful of all manner of urban evils (Hofstadter 1964). The Lehigh Valley had an active
klavern and neo-Nazi groups, one of which came into prominence when
two brothers in the group killed their religious, racially tolerant parents
and younger brother. A local Republican political consultant maintained
that it was difficult for African-Americans to win election in the Lehigh
Valley, though Colin Powell might be the one exception (Interview 2).6
In short, while overwhelmingly white, the Lehigh Valley is an interesting place to study whites' willingness to vote for African-Americans.
Its economic and social transitions and social conservatism make it a
good place to look for authoritarian and populist tendencies in American politics.
Testing the Hypotheses

As Table 2 shows, Hypothesis 1 is consistent with the data. Colin
Powell would have been a serious presidential candidate, essentially tying then-Senate Majority Leader Robert Dole as the first GOP choice
among Lehigh Valley voters, with 23% to Dole's 25%. Powell led all
other GOP contenders as a second choice and in combined (first and
second place) support. Of course, one might suspect that as a nonpartisan figure Powell will have more support among Democrats than other
"Table 2
Support for Powell and other GOP Candidates
in a Hypothetical Presidential Primary
Candidales
Chosen
Dole
Kemp
Quayle
Buchanan
Powell
Gramm
Other / Refuse

Percenl
Listing
18
8
2
23
3

Percent
Listing
13
14
8
4
22
3

22

35

25

Percents
Combined*
20
16

8
3
23
3

100%
100%
N=100
N=100
~Du~:; nut ~yudllIl~dll of flrsllwo l:uluuUls u~l:ause of differenl numbers of missing cases.
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Table 3
Percent Listing Powell as a Preferred
1996 GOP Presidential Candidate by Party.

Respondent Self-Rating
Democrat
Independent Republican
Strong Weak
Weak Strong*

Views of Powell
Does Not List Powell

63

69

66

52

66

Second GOP Choice

14

13

20

17

19

Powell Listed as
First GOP Choice

24

19

14

31

15

Total percentage

100a

100a

100

100

100

Powell Listed as

X2(8) =7.75,)2=.46

N=335

* Total candidatp pf'r('pnta8f'~ in this table are greater than in Table 2
since this table combines two variables (FIRST and SECOND choice)
for individual cases: it is additive rather than a mean.
a Actual percentages add to 100; there is slight inflation in the table
due to rounding error.

GOP contenders can muster. In fact, this is not the case. As Table 3 shows,
relationships with party are not statistically significant.

Powell seemingly appealed most to weak Republicans, 48% of whom
list him as either their first or second choice. Only 34% of strong Republicans and 36% of the sample as a whole do suo Sl.rong Rt:publil.:aIU::i pre-

ferred more partisan candidates. Yet we found no clear tendency for
Powell supporters to back him less against Clinton. On the Politics survey respondents were asked whether, if the election were held today,
they would vote for President Clinton or for their favorite Republican.
Those who choose Powell as their first choice break 63% to 37% for Powell;
those chOOSing other GOP candidates support them by 75% to 25% margins, but the differences do not approach statistical significance in the
small sample, X2(5)=4.01, ns. Naturally those unwilling to choose a Re-

publican backed President Clinton. In short, HI is supported.
In investigating the other hypotheses, we first examine zero-order correlations bel ween Powell suppurt ami hyputhe:::;i~ed preuidun;; affir-

mative action (H2), authoritarianism (H3), NAFTA and immigration support (H4), and populism (H5). In addition, we examine the correlations
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Table 4
Zero-order Correlations between Powell Support and
Hypothesized Predictors by Education Level
Hypothesized

Education Level
College or More
No College

Predictor

r

N

Authoritarian Scale

.02

75

- .26

Support for
Affirmative Action

-.02

77

.08

96

Conservative Ideology

-.08

83

- .05

101

Anti-Immigration

-.17

85

- .17

100

Pro-NAFTA

-.03

83

Pro-Defense Spending

.10

84

-.03

Populism Scale

.01

85

- .23

N

r
***

97

,

.25 **

99

101
**

101

N=101

N=85
**}2<.05, ***}2<.Ol

between Powell support and two other variables less relevant to our
hypotheses, ideology and defense spending.
We present correlations separately for those with no college and those
with some college or above (See Table 4) since attitude constraint is

strongly related to education (Devine 1970). Sniderman and Piazza (1993)
and Uslaner (2002) find education inversely related to authoritarianism.
In addition, as Popkin (1991) notes, issues important to the more attentive public in the year before a campaign may become important to the
less attentive in the months of a campaign; thus issue relationships among
more educated respondents now may predict those among the less educated in the 1996 campaign season.
For both groups, there are no relationships between support for Powell
and general ideology, defense spending, and affirmative action. (Items
are available on request at robert.maranto@villanova.edu.) Low educati'on respondents show no relationships between support for Powell and
measures of authoritarianism, populism, and NAFTA. For both education groups, those opposing (legal) immigration are somewhat less likely
to support Powell, though the relationship attains statistical significance
only when the two groups are combjned for a higher n, £(186)=-.18,12=.02.
High education respondents show statistically significant relationships
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Table 5
Zero-order Correlations between Powell Support and
Hypothesized Predictors by Respondent Party

Respondent Party
Democrat
Republican

Hypothesized
Predictor

R

N

r

N

Authoritarian Scale

-.10

59

-.23

*72

Support for
Affirmative Action

.01

59

.03

76

Conservative Ideology

-.07

62

.02

81

Anti-Immigration

-.27 **

63

-.04

81

.28 **

61

.11

78

.04

81

Pro-NAFTA
Pro-Defense Spending

-.04

61

Populism Scale

-.03

63

-.20 *

81

N=63 N=81
*~

<.08,

**~<.05

between support for Powell and authoritarianism, popUlism, and NAFTA.
More authoritariah, populist respondents who oppose free trade and
immigration are less likely to support Powell. In short, correlations tend
to support H2, H3, and H4, and H5, at least for the educated. Affirmative action support does not predict support for Powell, but support for
NAFTA and

(po~~ihly)

immigration do. Gt>nf>ral idt>ology

dof'~

not prf'-

diet support for Powell relative to other GOP candidates, nor does defense spending, but authoritarianism and populism do.
As Table 5 shows, presenting Powell support correlations by party
tells a somewhat different story. Of the hypothesized variables, for Democrats, only NAFTA and Immigration have statistically significant relationships with Powell support. For Republicans, authoritarianism and
populism are nearly significant at .05, with I2.-values of .054 and .078,
respectively. In short, realistic group conflict variables influence white
Democratic support; the ideological variables of authoritarianism and
populism seem to affect white Republican support. Thus, the zero-order
correlations strongly support H2, work for H3 and perhaps H5 with Republicans, and support H4 for Democrats.
Zero-order correlations only examine the relationship between the prec1irtor variable ;:mcl Powpl1

~lJPport

without
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Table 6a
Final Hierarchical Multiple Regression Summary Table
for Less Educated Respondents.
Predictor Variables

B

SEB

Beta

T-test

Sig. T

Affirmative action

-.005

.en

-.05

-.33

.742

Authoritarian scale

.006

.01

.06

.46

.645

Pro-NAFTA

.009

.03

.04

.27

.785

Anti-immigration

-.05

.04

-.18

-1.37

.177

Populism Scale

-.05

.10

-.07

-.47

.640

.87

.80

1.09

.281

Constant

Multiple R=.18354
R2=.034, E(5,63)=.44 , p=.82
for other relationships. We used a hierarchical multiple regression to
determine the pattern of Powell support with each predictor variable
while taking into account its relationship with other predictors. We entered predictor variables in the following order: affirmative action,
authoritarianism, NAFTA, Immigration, and Populism. Affirmative action was entered first to test H2 and authoritarianism was entered on the

second step to test H3. Next, views on specific issues were entered, to
see if they added explanatory power over and above the first two (more
general) pred.iclors. Finally, pupulblll

~cure::;

were entered last tu ::;ee if

they added any explanation, over and above the other predictors, which
are better established in the literature.
This hierarchical multiple regression was run for four separate
subsamples: respondents with high school education or less (Table 6a),
those with some college or more (Table 6b), Democrats (Table 6c), and
Republicans (Table 6d). Tables present the betas and tests for individual
significance after all variables have been entered into the equation. Although the tables show different patterns for these subsamples, indicat-

ing the necessity of splitting up the sample, lack of power is a problem
due to small N's. However, multicollinearity is not a problem, as predictors' intercorrelations never reach .3 and are seldom significant.
As Table 6a indicates, for less educated respondents Powell support
is not significantly related to any predictors by the end of the analysis.
None of the E-values for the R2 change approached significance at any
step-though immigration comes closest-indicating that Powell support was not related to predictor variables at any step.
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Table 6b
Final Hierarchical Multiple Regression Summary Table
for Respondents with Some College and Above.
Predictor Variables

B

SEB

Beta

T-test

Sig. T

Affirmative action

-.005

.01

-.04

-.43

.666

Authoritarian scale

-.02

.01

-.22

-2.16

.034

.08

.03

.25

2.55

.0l3

Anti-immigration

-.03

.03

-.09

-.85

.397

Populism Scale

-.19

.08

-.25

-2.44

.017

Constant

1.81

.58

3.14

.002

Pro-NAFTA

Multiple R=.43261
R2=.18715 E(5,87)=4.00, 12=.00
Table 6b tells a more interesting story for the better-educated respondents. Affirmative action was not significant at Step I, but the R2 change
of .063 was significant for authoritarianism at Step 2, E(2,90)=6.09, 12=.016.
NAFTA views, entered on the third step, also accounted for a significant
increase in R2 change of .057, E(3,89)=5.8, ]2.=.018. Immigration (Step 4)
was non-significant, but populism scores, entered last, accounted a definite R2 change of .055, £(5,87)=5.95, 12=.017. The £ for the final equation
was highly significant, f(5,87)~4.01, 12-~.003.

Democrats, portrayed in Table 6c show very little predictability in
supporting Powell. The one variable that indicated a significant R2 change
was NAFTA, entered on Step 3, E(1,54)=2.06, 12=.05. Immigration had
the next highest T, but did quite not reach significance, £(1,54)=-1.52,
}2.=.14. The F for the overall equation at that step was not significant;
neither was the final equation with all five predictors entered. 7
Table 6d shows that for the Republican subsample affirmative action
is not significant but authoritarianism is. When authoritarianism was
entered at Step 2, it led to a significant R2 change of .05, E (1,66)=3.95,
}2.=.051. The other significant predictor is populism, entered last, which
results in an R2 change of .058, with E (1,66)=4.19, .12=.045.
Discussion: Not Quite Color Blind
Survey results must be interpreted with caution. Saying that one will
vote for an African-American candidate and actually doing so are different things. 8 For our findings in particular, the small n of cases limit the
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Table 6c
Final Hierarchical Multiple Regression Summary Table
for Democrat Respondents
Predictor Variables

B

SEB

Beta

T-test

Sig. T

Affirmative action

-.01

.02

-.09

-.64

.527

Authoritarian scale
Pro-NAI'TA

.002

.01

.02

.17

.865

.09

.04

.28

2.06

.045

Anti-immigration

-.07

.04

-.21

-1.52

.136

Populism Scale

-.13

.12

-.15

-1.08

.285

Constant

1.09

.84

1.29

.202

Multiple R=.37049

R2 =.136, £:(5,50)=1.59, 12=.18
power of analyses. Further, the sheer prestige of Colin Powell may limit
our ability to apply findings for less prominent African-American candidates. Still, our findings accord with a growing literature examining the
determinants of growing white support for African-American politicians.
Results suggest that had he run, Colin Powell would have been a formidable presidential candidate. At the time of our survey, in a "Reagan
Democrat" area, Powell was essentially in a first place tie among white
voters with then Senate Majority Leader and eventual 1996 Republican
nominee Robert Dole. Further, in contrast to Bloom (1995) but in line
with the findings of Sniderman and Piazza (1993), Powell support was
not generally linked to support for affirmative action. Perhaps actual
candidates, as opposed to experimental simulations, can overcome racial stereotypes-at least up to a point.
Still, race matters. For better-educated respondents and for RepUblicans,
authoritarianism and popUlism inversely correlated with support for
PowelP This finding seemingly counters Sniderman et al's (1993) findings
that race related views have more impact on Democratic than on Republican opinion when considering "liberal" issues like welfare. Yet our finding
.complements theirs in that Powell-a black Republican candidate-may
provide more inconsistent cues for high stereotyping Republicans than for
high stereotyping Democrats. In other words, the minority candidate's
ideology, like the nexus of issue and party noted by Sniderman et al (1993),

could moderate the impact of racial beliefs on political behavior.

For Democrats, support for NAFJA and immigration was associated with increased Powell support, suggesting {he utility of realistic group coriflicl models in
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Table 6d
Final Hierarchical Multiple Regression Summary Table
for Republican Respondents
Predictor Variables

B

SEB

Beta

T-test

Sig. T

Affirmative action

-.04

.Ul

.UU2

.U2

.987

Authoritarian scale

-.03

.01

-.26

-2.10

.039

.03

.04

.09

.73

.468

-.008

.05

-.02

-.18

.861

Populism Scale

-.19

.09

-.27

-2.05

.045

Constant

2.14

.77

2.77

.007

Pro-NAFTA

Anti-immigration

Multiple R=.36768

R2=.135, E(5,62)=1.94, J2=.10

explaining Democratic support. Our finding is somewhat consistent with McLauren
(1995) who found that holding democratic norms increases benevolence towards
non-f,uropean immigrants in several European countries. These trends may reflect the self-perceived economic vulnerability of white working class Democratic
constituencies. In short, ideological variables seem best to explain Republican support for Powell; for Democrats, group conflict variables hold more promise.
Our finding that populism predicts Powell support for Republicans
and higher educated respondents shows the potential of a populist-libertarian dimension for explaining racial attitudes and voting behavior.
While widely used by political consultants, this dimension is rarely addressed in the voting behavior literature and needs more research. For
instance, determining whether the basis for populism lies more in an
authoritarian Democrat or a working class liberal faced with realistic
group conflict would provide much needed construct validation. This
should be a topic of future research.
The failure of party and general ideology to explain Powell support
compared to the success of authoritarianism, populism, and NAFTA suggests that, as Sniderman and Piazza show, political scientists should not
confuse conservatism with racism. Similarly, researchers should he mmE'
attentive to issue dimensions cutting across the conventionalliberal-conservative continuum. Finally, researchers must pay heed to the context
of issues for different populations. In particular, for losers in the market-

place, realistic group conflict models may have more impact. In short,
race still matters, though in a more complex manner than in the past.
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Notes
1. At the 1995 Gridiron dinner in Washington (at which Congress members
and others hold skits), both the Democratic and Republican presidential race
skits featured a Powell look-alike adorned with medals and a halo, introduced
with "Colin Powell, Superstar" to the tune of "Jesus Christ, Superstar" (C-SPAN,
"Washington Journal," March 27, 1995).

2. We expected the embedded design to yield ditierent responses on controversial racial issues. In fact it did not, so questions used in both surveys Can be
pooled for analysis.
3. Minority respondents included 4 Asians, 4 blacks, 6 Hispanics, 1 Native
American, 3 multi-racial, and 13 don't know I refuse. The 6 Hispanics and 1 Native American were included with the 343 whites in all subsequent analyses.
4. Perot had a strong local organization. In the 1994 House election, Patriot
Party (Perot) candidate Vic Mazziotti took 5%. Since first term incumbent Paul
McHale won by only 400 vote~ uut of 150,000 casL and the adiculale Mazziotti

ran as a fiscal conservative, many local GOP activists felt that Mazziotti kept the
party from picking up a House seat. Clinton was perceived as unpopular in the
di~trkt,

partil:ularly ,Hllong velelans, gun owners, SeniOl" citizens still resenting

the 1960s, and Catholics concerned with social issues. Local GOP candidates
sought to tie local Democrats to Clinton in 1994, and did well (Interview 2).
5. At one of these focus groups an Allentown woman complained of Clinton's
credibility, saying, "If you asked him his favorite color, he'd say plaid" (Interview 2). In response, the Clinton campaign carefully crafted the candidate's personal image in the pre-convention days to emphasize his humble background
and Arkansas roots.
6. Similarly; in oux interactions with local political activists of both parties,

one often hears that it is hard for women to win in the Valley, sometimes followed by remarks such as "I think people here might be ready for that now."
Female politicians of both parties see sexism as an obstacle. The local state legis-

lative delegation of 19 has not included more than three women. A notable exception was longtime State Senator Jeanette Reibman, a liberal Democrat who
stressed her strong family and National Rif1p

A~~oriat1on mf'mbpr~hlp.

7. The same hierarchical regression run for Independents had an n of only 34;
no predictors were significant at any time.
8. Indeed, as the 1989 Douglas Wilder-Marshall Coleman race for Virginia Governor showed, whites commonly lie in exit polls about their willingness to vote for
black candidates so as not to appear racist -even though some may in fact be racist.
(We encountered this phenomenon while doing election night comn'1.entary on a
Virginia radio station-,-pollsters predicted a Wilder landslide, not a 1% triumph.)
This is as good an argument as any for the utility of modem racism research.
9. This correlation may be described best by saying that low authoritarians
are more likely to vote for Powell, given the high support of Powell among the
typical category for libertarians - weak Republicans (see Table 3).
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A Tale of Two Cities:
The 1999 Philadelphia Mayoral Election
Jeffrey Kraus
Wagner College

Race was the defining issue of the 1999 Philadelphia mayoral election. In an
overwhelmingly Democratic city, the Democratic candidate, an African-American with two decades of experience in local government, narrowly defeated the
white Republican candidate with little experience in Philadelphia government.
Examining the results of the primary and general elections, the author finds
that the vote was sharply divided along racial lines, even though the candidates
in the general election rejrainedfrom racial appeals and ran issue-oriented campaigns. In big city politics, race thus still matters.
The Philadelphia mayoral election of 1999 represented a crossroads for

the "City of Brotherly Love." For eight years, Philadelphia had been led
by Edward Rendell, who had been elected Mayor of a city on the verge of
financial collapse. During his tenure, Rendell stabilized the city's finances,
encouraged the rebuilding of Philadelphia's "Center City" (Philadelphia's
downtown), and convinced the Republicans to hold their 2000 National
Convention in the new "l'irst Union Center."l Despite these successes,
Philadelphia in many ways was still a city in decline. The city's population had continued to fall and the new prosperity of Center City stood in
stark contrast to the city's poor neighborhoods, where jobs continued to
disappear, the public education system was in crisis, and violent death
was still the norm. 2 The continued existence of these two Phil adelphi as,
and Rendell's inability to bring new prosperity to them was chronicled by
H.C. Bissinger (1997).3 Perhaps the most telling illustration of Rendell's
failure was that a major issue during the 1999 campaign was the large

number of abandoned cars on streets in the city's neighborhoods. 4
Philadelphia would not only be electing a new mayor in 1999, but
there wa~ abu a :slrull~ possibilily lhallhe cily would again elecL an African-American mayor. W. Wilson Goode (1984-1992) had preceded
Rendell. Goode's mayoralty had begun with high hopes, as he had come
to office after defeating the controversial Frank Rizzo. Rizzo, who described himself as the "toughest cop in America," parlayed his law and
order image into two terms as mayor (1972-1980). Supported by white
ethnics1 Rizzo's tactics had been denounced by civil rights advocates who
accused him of polarizing the city along raciallines. s Many hoped that
the election of Goode, a well-regarded bureaucrat, would restore the coalition of white liberals, blacks, and white elements of the Democratic Party
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that had ended six decades of Republican domination of the city with
the e1ection in 1951 of Joseph P. Clark. 6
Unfortunately, Goode's mayoralty never recovered from his ill-fated
decision to bomb the headquarters of an allegedly radical group known
as MOVE. This action destroyed not just MOVE's building but also 61
neighboring homes in West Philadelphia.! The later years of Goode's
administration were marked by the fiscaJ crisis inherited by Rendell.
While some cities (notably Atlanta, Detroit, Newark, and, Washing

ton, D.C.) had elected more than one African-American chief executive,
Philadelphia was one of a number of cities (Baltimore, Chicago, New
York, and Los Angeles among them) where whites had replaced AfricanAmerican mayors. The question remained as to whether the Philadelphia electorate would be as racially polarized in 1999 as it had been at
the time of Goode's first election.
Did race matter to the Philadelphia electorate in 1999? To answer this
question, the political landscape, the candidates, the primary election,
and the general election will be reviewed .. Particular attention will be
paid to the voting behavior of Philadelphians in the general election.
Philadelphia's Political Landscape in 1999
Philadelphia is one of the nation's most heavily Democratic cities. Of
the 980,768 voters registered in 1999, 75% were Democrats and just 19%
were Republicans. 8 In 1998, Democrats dominated Philadelphia. Bill
Lloyd, the party's unsuccessful U.S. Senate candidate, defeated incumbent Republican Senator Arlen Specter by more than 60,000 votes in the
city while losing statewide by almost 800,000 votes. Gubernatorial candidate Ivan Itkin did even better, winning the city by more than 75,000
votes. Itkin lost the election to incumbent Republican Governor Tom
Ridge by more than 750,000 votes. Democrats swept the three state senate seats and won 22 of the 27 state representative contests (Committee

of Seventy 1998). Bill Clinton defeated George Bush in Philadelphia by
301,000 votes in 1992, and he beat Bob Dole by 327,000 votes in 1996
(Infield 1999). Finally, Philadelphia had not elected a Republican mayor
since 1947. All things being equal, it would be a safe bet that Philadelphians would elect a Democrat to succeed Ed Rendell in 1999.
The Candidates
Six Democrats sought to become Mayor of Philadelphia: John F. Street
Marty Weinberg, Happy Fernandez, Dwight Evans,· Queena R. Bass, and
John White, Jr. Samuel P. Katz, a one-time Democrat (he had started in
politics in 1976 as campaign Manager to Philadelphia Congressman Wil

Ham H. Gray 3rd ) and former member of the Board of Education, was the
sole Republican. 9
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Three of the six Democrats were African-Americans: Street, the Council President during Rendell's first seven years in office (he had resigned
the Council Presidency at the end of 1998 in order to campaign for mayor);
White, the former head of the Commonwealth Department of Welfare

and the Philadelphia Housing Authority (during Rendell's first term);
and Evans, a state legislator who had received 22% of the vote in the
1994 Democratic Gubernatorial primary.lo The presence of three major
African-American candidates made victory by a wen-financed white candidate, Weinberg (the former City Solicitor and Chairman of the city's
Democratic Committee during the Rizzo era), a pOSSibility. In January
1998, a summit of 60 black leaders convened to try to select an AfricanAmerican candidate (Infield and Cusick 1999). As late as two and a half
weeks before the primary, leading members of Philadelphia's black clergy,
the NAACp, and other groups were holding meetings with representatives of the candidates in an effort to convince at least one African-American candidate to leave the race. The Reverend Vernal Simms, pastor of
North Philadelphia's Morris Brown A.M.E. Church, said, "1 think the
reality in Philadelphia is we cannot win with three black candidates"
(Infield and Cusick 1999). Simms' analysis seemed credible in a primary
where it was estimated that African-American voters would account for
between 49 and 54 percent of the turnuut (Davieb 1999).11 The Philudel-

phia Tribune, the city's leading African-American newspaper, published
an editorial urging Dwight Evans to withdraw (Smith 1999).
The other serious candidate was Happy Fernandez, a Temple University professor and former city council member who was founder and
leader of the Parents Union for Public Schools and the Children's Coalition of Greater Philadelphia during the 1970s. She was the first woman
to launch a major campaign for the office.
Despite the concerns of the city's African-American leadership, the
three black candidates remained in the contest and one of them, John
Street, prevailed.
About 297,000 of the city's Democrats voted in the primary; a turnout

of about 40%. Eight years earlier, when Rendell was nominated, turnout
in the Democratic primary was 45.5% (Goldwyn 1999).
Weinberg, the white candidate (who had raised $5.3 million, more
than any of his opponents) aired a number of negative radio and television advertisements that targeted Street, the acknowledged frontrunner
in the Democratic field (he had been endorsed by Rendell). One series of
ads focused on Street's past financial problems. These problems included
having filed twice for bankruptcy protection and having tax liens filed
against him on four separate occasions by the Internal Revenue Service. 12
Another ad featured video of Street shoving a television reporter onto
his back, an incident that had taken place in Philadelphia's City Hall in
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Table 1

1999 Philadelphia Democratic Mayoral Primary
Candidates

Votes

Percent*

107,285

36.0

Marty Weinberg

91,457

31.0

John White, Jr.

64,657

22.0

Happy Fernandez

18,200

6.0

Dwight Evans

13,711

5.0

John F. Street

Queena R. Bass
1,802
1.0
*Does not add up to 100% due to rounding.
Source: City Commissioners, Ninety-Fourth Annual Report of
the City Commissioners to the People of Philadelphia, 1999 (Philadelphia: City of Philadelphia, 2000), p. 25.
1981. The tone of the ads contributed to the Philadelphia Inquirer's assessment of Weinberg:
He's a nice man with many friends, but he doesn't belong on
this stage. His candidacy is a concoction of big money, veiled
power brokers, glitzy sound bites and divisive tactics. That it
has worked well enough. to place him second in many polls is
troubling (Philadelphia Inquirer 1999),
As Infield and Burton (1999) concluded:
Weinberg never shook off the rap of being the "white guy candidate," who got into the race after former City Controller Thomas Leonard decided not to run. In fact, Weinberg drew criticism early in the campaign for making more appearances in white

areas than black areas. The label was reinforced when one of his
backers, Richard Costello, president of the Fraternal Order of
Polic~, mad~ an intemperate remark about local NAACP President J. Whyatt Mondesire and another African-American leader,
'lawyer Charles Bowser.
Weinberg's direct mail also appeared to be divisive. One mailing urged
voters to "protect your family" by opposing Street, who was accused of
being "soft on crime." A second mailing was a letter signed by the late
Frank Rizzo's brother, Joe. While the letter did not mention Street by
name, it did state that when Weinberg worked for Frank Rizzo, he protected "people like us" (Bunch 1999a).
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The prim£1ry turn(-·d out to he £1 "tale of two citips" with Wpinbere

doing well in the white neighborhoods of South Philadelphia, the "river
wards" adjacent to the Schuykill River, Roxborough, and the Northeast.
According to the Committee of Seventy, Street received 57% of the vote
in the 23 wards that were overwhelmingly African-American. Weinberg
received 2.4% of the vote in these wards. In the 21 predominantly white
wards, Weinberg polled 72% of the vote, while Street received 8.8% (Committee of Seventy 1999a). The presence of a second white candidate,
Fernandez, assured Weinberg's defeat. Her presence in the race siphoned
enough votes from Weinberg to allow Street to win the primary despite
the presence of two other major African-American candidates.
The General Election Campaign
The general election became

Q

contest between Katz, the white Re

publican, and Street, the African-American candidate. It should be emphasized that neither candidate ran a racially polarizing campaign. White,
Street's principal African-American rival, endorsed and actively campaigned on Katz's behalf in the general election. White endorsed Katz
even though he had been the target of television spots aired by the Republican during the primary that were critical of White's management
skills. The ads questioned White's stewardship of the Housing Authority and the state Public Welfare Department. "When he tells you what
he managed," the commercial said, ask him how he managed" (Panaritis
and Yant 1999).13 While White endorsed Katz, Weinberg backed Street.
II

Both candidates ran issue-oriented campaigns, and they differed

sharply on school vouchers and the local wage tax. Katz proposed the
introduction of school vouchers as one of several measures to improve
the public school system. Street opposed vouchers, contending that Katz's
support for them proved that he was a radical Republican, not the moderate that he claimed to be. Katz also called for a reduction in the Philadelphia wage tax, which Street and Mayor Rendell argued would hobble
the city's ability to provide services. They also agreed on many issues.
Each claimed to be the rightful heir to the popular Rendell. 14 Both released plans to fight gun violence. Both agreed to retain John Timoney
as police commissioner.
While Street' 5 campaign message emphasized his party affiliation, the
Katz campaign rarely mentioned the Republican Party, basing the campaign on his personal appeal to the voters rather than a party appeal. As
State Representative George Kenney (a Republican) explained, "the na-

tional GOP agenda certainly doesn't play in the City ... we're so outnumbered by Democrats that Sam needs a quiet election to win. Just run a
local race and get out the vote" (Baer 1999).
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Their campaign strategies were similar to those pursued in New York
City ten years earlier. In 1989, Manhattan Borough President David
Dinkins (the African-American who had defeated incumbent Mayor
Edward 1. Koch in the Democratic primary) emphasized his party,
whereas Rudolph Giuliani downplayed the fact that he was a Republican (McNickle 1993, 293-314). Yet, like Philadelphia a decade later, race
had an impact on this contest as well (Carsey 1995).
While the candidates did not overtly play the "race card," it appears
that race was the unspoken issue of the campaign. A Keystone Poll, conducted October 22-24, 1999 concluded that "candidate support is best
predicted by race, even when party affiliation is taken into account" (Center for Opinion Research 1999).
Table 2

1999 Philadelphia Mayoral Election
Candidates

Party

Votes

Percent

John F. Street

Democrat

222,823

50.7

Samuel Katz

Republican

213,376

48.6

John P. McDermott

Constitutional

2,964

0.7

Source: City Commissioners, Ninety-Fourth Annual Report of
the City Commissioners to the People of Philadelphia, 1999 (Philadelphia: City of Philadelphia, 2000), p. 6.

The Outcome
While Street won, his narrow victory highlighted the city's racial divisions. Katz ran well in Northeast Philadelphia and South Philadelphia, carrying 28 of the 33 wards in Philadelphia where whites outnumbered African-Americans. In 27 of the 28 wards carried by Katz, there
were mure regbtereu DelnULrat~ than Republil.:alls. In :SOlne of the warus

carried by Katz, the Democratic to Republican ratio was four-to-one.
Street prevailed in all 33 wards where African-Americans outnumbered
whites. The Keystone Poll predicted this outcome, observing, "the greatest problem for John Street is that nearly three in five white voters who
are registered as Democrats say they will support Katz" (Center for Opinion Research 1999).
Katz was also helped by the higher turnout among white voters in
the general election. According to the City Commissioners, turnout was
50.2% of the almost 345,000 registered white voters, while turnout was
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47.2% of the 299,000 bJack voters registered in Philadelphia (City Commissioners of Philadelphia 2000,9). Although ·white turnout was higher

than black turnout, it was still not large enough to provide Katz a margin
of victory. As Larry Ceisler, a Democratic political consultant, explained,
"lhere wasn't enough turnout in the Northeast, and Street got enough of
the Democratic vote" (Bunch 1999c).
Street swept Philadelphia's predominantly black neighborhoods, polling more than 90% of the vote in North and West Philadelphia. Overall,
Street took about 94% of the black vote (Macklin 1999). Street's narrow
victory was due to his ability to attract the votes of Latinos while holding
some white Democrats who responded to partisan appeals made on Street's
behalf. White neighborhoods with liberal reputations, such as Mount Airy
and Chestnut Hull, provided Street with about 30% of their votes.

Philadelphia was one of three cities (Columbus, Ohio and Indianapolis, Indiana being the other two) targeted by the Democratic National
COlllmittee (DNC).15 A number of well-known Democrats came to Phi1adelphia to campaign for Street, including President Bill Clinton. 16 More
than 5,000 party and union workers staffed Street's get out the vote operation/ and the DNC spent almost $1 million on election day field operations. 17 In contrast, Katz could not rely on such an organization/ as
Republican leaders conceded that there was little or no party presence in
as many as 700 of the city's 1,700 election districts (Bunch 1999b).
According to the Committee of Seventy, Street won 15.5% of the vote
in the city's 21 overwhelmingly white wards, "better than some expected"

(Committee of Seventy 1999b). Even with White's endorsement Katz
was unable to make any inroads into the African-American community.
Katz failed to receive 10% of the vote in 19 of the 66 wards. In on1y one of
66 wards did Street not poll 10% of the vote.

Conclusion
The Philadelphia mayoral election was the most expensive municipal
election (up to that time) in American history, as the candidates in the
primary and general election raised and spent more than $25 million
(Bunch 1999c). It was a race where the major candidates in the gencml

election ran issues-oriented campaigns. Yet the Philadelphia mayoral
election of 1999 demonstrates that race still matters in American urban
politics.
Generally, the first mayoral election in a city featuring a contest between an African-American and white candidate is racially divisive
(McNickle 1993; Sonenshein 1993; Browning, Marshall, and Tabb 1997).
As Tom Bradley was able to demonstrate in Los Angeles, African-American mayors can attract greater proportions of white support in subse77

quent elections (Judd and Swanstrom 1998, 393-395). [S In Philadelphia,
the question was whether a second African-American, after a perjod of
time during which a white had served as mayor, would face a less racially polarized electorate than the first African-American mayor.
The Democratic primary, with a number of black and white candidates, was contested on the terrain of racial politics. African-American
leaders attempted to present a "united front" 50 that a white candidate
would not be able to capitalize on a fragmented black vote. Ed Rendell
had been the beneficiary of such a split in 1991, and many in the AfricanAmerican community were anxious to avoid a repeat in 1999. The three

major African-American candidates refused to yield, however, making
such an outcome likely.
While African-American leaders were trying to mobilize black voters
behind one mayoral candidate, the leading white contender offered a
message designed to appeal to Philadelphia's still substantial white electorate. Weinberg's well-funded candidacy appealed to the same white
ethnic voters who had supported his mentor, Frank Rizzo, two decades
earlier.
It is interesting to note that two of the African-American candidates,
Street and White, attempted (with limited success) to recreate the bi-racial coalition that had carried Wilson Goode into office in 1983. Notwithstanding their efforts, the primary results revealed a city divided in
two by Broad Street, Philadelphia' 5 major north-south thoroughfare.
Weinberg carried the overwhelmingly white wards that lie east of Broad

Street; Street won the black wards west of Broad Street. The general
election yielded similar results. Despite the absence of explicit racial
appeals by the candidates, the electorate was sharply divided by race.
Even when race is not a prominent campaign issue, it often will be the
decisive factor in voter choice.
Black voters may have been motivated to support Street because they
thought the city' 5 media was treating him unfairly (The Philadelphia Inquirer and the Philadelphia Daily News both endorsed Katz) . Temple University Professor Thad Mathis observed that:
People have been berated with this idea that they should stop
thinking about race, but when there's an African American can-

didate who has impeccable qualifications, who has 19 years of
. experience, the major media in the city endorses a white
guy .... That just has a bad odor for a lot of people. And so even
voters who didn't start with that impression started thinking
about it. And that energized people who might not have been
enthusiastic about Street (Macklin 1999).
The lesson of Philadelphia is that bi-racial coalitions are difficult
to fashion in a racially polarized electorate. Even the best-intentioned
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candidates and campaigns cannot escape the divisive force of race. While
Street was the second African-American to seek the mayoralty, he faced
an electoral environment similar to that which confronted Goode 16 years
earlier. In Goode's case, the campaign had been explicitly racial, as he

faced a white opponent who made race the paramount issue. In 1999,
both Street and Katz refrained from explicitly racial appeals, yet the outcome mirrored Goode's first race. It is clear that, in cities like Philadelphia, race still matters.
Notes
1. Among the other developments in Center City were the opening of the
Pennsylvania Convention Center; a Marriott Hotel; the Avenue of the Arts, home
to many of the City's performing arts and cultural institutions; and new upscale
retailers, including Banana Republic, Disney, and Tiffany's.
2. According to the U.s. Census Bureau (2001,37), Philadelphia's population
declined by 4.3% between 1990 and 2000 to 1,517,550. In 1950, the population

peaked at 2,071,605. Philadelphia's population continues to decline. The Census Bureau estimates that the population of Philadelphia on July I, 2001 was
1,491,812 (Ginsberg and Dilanian 2002).
3. Buzz Bissinger, a former reporter for the Philadelphia Inquirer, was given
significant access to Mayor Rendell during his first term in office. A Prayer for the
City (New York: Random House, 1997) was the product of that access. A critical

view of Rendell's second term is offered by Fred Siegel and Kay S. Hymowitz,
"Why Did Ed Rendell Fizzle Out?" City Jouma19 (Autumn 1999).
4. Both Democratic candidate John Street and his Republican opponent, Sam
Katz, released plans for removing abandoned cars from the streets.
5. Prior to becoming Mayor, Rizzo was police commissioner from 1967 to
1971. For more on Rizzo, see Joseph R. Daughen and Peter Binzen, The COv Who
Would Be King: Mayor Frank Rizzo (Boston: Little Brown, 1977); Fred J. Hamilton,
Rizzo (New York: Viking Press, 1973); and S.A. Paolantonio, Frank Rizzo: the last
big man in big city America (Philadelphia: Camino Books, 1993).
6. The last Republican to be elected mayor of Philadelphia was Barney Samuel
in 1947. For more on the bi-racial coalition that supported Goode, see Richard A.
Keiser, liThe Rise of a Biracial Coalition in Philadelphia," in Rufus P. Browning,
Dale Rogers Marshall, and David H. Tabb, eds., Racial Politics in American Cities
(New York: Longman, 1997).
7. For more on the bombing of the MOVE headquarters by the Philadelphia
Police and Fire Departments, see Philadelphia Special Investigation Commission, The Findings, Conclusions and Recommendations of the Philadelphia Special Investigation Commission, Philadelphia, 1986; John Anderson and Hilary Hevenor,
Burning Down the House: MOVE and the Tragedy of Philadelphia (New York: Norton,
1987); Hizkias Assefa, The MOVE Crisis in Philadelphia: Extremist Groups and Conflict Resolution (Pittsburgh: University of Pittsburgh Press, 1990); Charles W.
Bowser, Let the Bunker Burn: the Final Battle With MOVE (Philadelphia: Camino
Books, 1989); Michael Boyette with Randi Boyette, "Let if Bum!" The Philadelphia
Tragedy (Chicago: Contemporary Books, 1989); Margot Harry, Attention, MOVE!
Thi5 i5 Amcrica! (ChicCl.170; Danner Press, 1987); and Robin Erica Wagner-Pacifici,
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Discourse and Destruction: the City of Philadelphia versus MOVE (Chicago: University at ChIcago Fress, 1SlSl4.
8. Except where noted, all voter registration data and election results cited
herein are from The City Commissioners of Philadelphia Nillety-Fourth Annual
Report of tile City Commissioners to the Feople of Fi11Iadelpilla, City at Philadelphia,
January 2000.
9. Another Republican, former State Boxing Commissioner George Bochetto,
had aired television commercials during the summer of 1997 in an effort to establish himself as a serious contender for the Republican nomination to succeed
Rendell. Bochetto dropped out of the race in October 1998, leaving the field
open for Katz.
10. White became Executive Director of the Philadelphia Housing Authority
(PHA) at the time when Mayor Rendell installed himself as the PHA Chairman.
This look place afLer Lile U.S. Depcutmeut uf Huusing and Urban Development
(HUD) ended its one-year takeover of the PHA. For more on the PHA see
Bissinger (1997, 244-249).
j

j

11. Whites were estimated to account for between 40% and 45"/0 uf Lhe Demu-

cratic Party primary turnout; with the majority of the remainder Hispanic.
12. Declaring one's race is now optional on voter registration forms in Pennsylvania. Therefore, official registration data can no longer be regarded as entirely accurate with regard to breakdown of voters by race.
13. Although Weinberg endorsed Street, many of his major donors crossed
over to Katz. One of the first WUG Juck Wolgin, il developer. Wolgin had donated

$70,000 to Weinberg. On June 1, 1999, Wolgin gave $100,000 to the Katz campaign (Warner 1999). Many of Weinberg's voters did not join him in moving to
Street. According to Pennsylvania's Keystone Poll, 83% of the respondents who

had voted for Weinberg in the Democratic primary intended to vote for Katz in
the general election. Street faced similar problems with the supporters of at least
two other primary opponents. Fernandez' voters supported Katz over Street,

69% to 15%. White's supporters also indicated a preference (albeit less conclusive) for Katz, supporting him over Street, 37% to 24% (Center for Opinion Research 1999). Happy Fernandez also endorsed Katz. After the primary;. she had
become President of the Moore College of Art and Design, a women's college
located in Philadelphia.
14. Rendell endorsed Street donated more than $100,000 to the Street campaign, and taped television commercials for Street. Katz, the ex-Democrat who
helped Rendell develop his financial recovery plan for the City, cited the number
of prominent Rendell supporters who were backing his candidacy. Katz's media
consultant was Neil Oxman, who had been the architect of Rendell's 1991 and
1995 campaigns. His campaign director was another Democrat, Bob Barnett .
. 15. Exhibiting a new interest in electing Democratic mayors (probably the
result of Republicans having been elected mayor in New York City and Los Angeles, the two largest, and usually reliable Democratic, American cities), the DNC
created a National Democratic Mayors Campaign Committee. The DNC initially set aside $250,000 for this initiative. The effort also paid off in Indianapolis,
where a Democrat (Bart Peterson) was elected for the first time in over 30 years.
16. Other Democrats who came to Philadelphia to campaign with Street were
DNC Chair Joe Andrews, Massachusetts Senator Edward Kennedy, and Detroit
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Mayor Dennis Archer. In addition, many voters received pre-recorded phone
messages from either President Clinton or First Lady Hillary Clinton.
17. The AFL-CIO Philadelphia Council, which had remained neutral in the
primary, endorsed and actively campaigned for Street in the general election.
The city's buildings trades unions declared Election Day a holiday, giving their
members the opportunity to work and vote for Street.
18 There is also the counter-example of David Dinkins whose white support

declined when he sought re-election in 1993. His loss of white support was accompanied by a decline in turnout among black voters, allowing Giuliani to defeat him in a re-match of their 1989 race. For more on the 1993 New York City
mayoral election, see Lorraine C. Minnite, David K. Park, and Daniel M.
Slotweiner, "White, Black and Latino Voter Turnout in the 1993 New York City
Mayoral Election: A Comparison of Ecological Regression Techniques and Exit
Poll Data," a paper presented at the Annual Meeting of the American Political
Science Association, Boston, September 4, 1998.
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